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INTRODUCTION 

 

The present work aims at exploring the peculiar features of 

legal English – a variety of thematically oriented language 

applied in a social domain (local and international) of paramount 

importance. Obviously, any legally significant information 

requires a language to be recorded in, transmitted and received. 

The language of law currently has intensively widened its embrace 

of various extralinguistic factors acquiring international signi-

ficance. In situations relevant to different legislative provisions 

it is so important that correct but not uncreative language forms 

are used appropriately. These applications open new vistas for 

linguistic investigation of legal English. 

The main concern of the book is to unfold and illuminate the 

characteristic properties of the English which has now estab-

lished itself as a reliable tool in the domain of legal communi-

cation. It is well-known that communication through language 

is essentially the process of conveying reality from mind to 

mind. To comprehend the surrounding world is first and foremost 

to respect the words of language and their ability to convey 

reality, for the latter becomes comprehensible through words. 

By naming things and referring to certain entities and processes 
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via language, people expose their minds to others, aiming to 

convey their own ideas and recreate objectively existing facts. It 

is respect towards words that helps to sense and estimate reality. 

However, this mediating character of language is often being 

increasingly corrupted, destroyed and distorted by tyranny and 

propaganda. Implementing the manipulation of words is a 

dishonest way of controlling human minds, a consistent and 

cunning strategy to distort truth and choose falsity and illusion 

instead of reality. It is not by chance that for J. Pieper the abuse 

of political power is very closely connected with the sophis-

ticated accomplishment of the abuse of words, where it finds a 

fertile soil to hide and grow in, and give the latent potential of 

the totalitarian poison in words a good chance of gradual 

realization. The degradation of man through man, displayed in 

acts of physical violence (concentration camps, tortures, 

genocides, etc.) committed by dictatorial and tyrannical beha-

viour, is indeed an alarming phenomenon though, in fact, the 

onset of it is less alarming, as the moment when the word is 

deprived of its dignity is almost imperceptible. The dignity of 

the word, to be sure, consists in accomplishing what no other 

means can accomplish through words, i.e. when communication 

1
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based on reality takes place1. Very often, guided by dishonest 

intentions, instead of communicating truth and reality, or clearly 

presenting accurate and understandable ideas, political and legal 

language is being abused so as to control people’s behaviour and 

achieve certain pragmatic goals. 

Thus, the interaction of language (including the variety of all 

linguistic elements) and law explains the enormous interest of 

both linguists and jurists towards the nature of legal English, its 

specific use, the manipulative strategies applied to the use of 

language and the results achieved by maneuvering. The study of 

the intersection of the scientific fields in question acquires even 

more importance nowadays as the expansion of economic and 

cultural cooperation between and within countries requires legal 

regulation, the qualified assistance of lawyers and their parti-

cipation in negotiations, business meetings and in preparation of 

documentation. Accordingly, linguistic activities in the sphere of 

legal relations turn out to be of special significance. Like other 

functional styles of speech which are independent systems, the 

style of official documents, legal documents included, has 

certain communicative goals as well as its own consistent pat-

                                                            
1 Cf. Pieper, J. (1992) Abuse of Language Abuse of Power. San Francisco: Ignatius 

Press. 
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terns and language characteristics common to the given style. 

The latter becomes one of the subjects of the present research. 

It should be mentioned that the branch of science dealing 

with issues of language and law can be described by the meta-

linguistic notion of legal linguistics. In the middle of the last 

century, this term meant a set of methods and research results 

connected with the relationship of language and legal norms, 

and met the requirements of modern linguistics2. The 

understanding of legal linguistics has expanded significantly due 

to the developmental changes modern linguistics has undergone, 

particularly stimulation of interdisciplinary research, the pro-

ductivity and reliability of which is already beyond doubt. 

Over the last decades a number of scholars have tried to de-

fine what “legal language” is3, however most of their studies 

have not proven to be systematic, and the definitions offered for 

the language used in legal processes do not transfer all the 
                                                            
2  The currently distinguished contact areas of language and law are: com-

munication in court, legal reasoning seen through the prism of language 
properties, investigations in legal practice with the help of linguistics, the impact 
of language on legal processes, linguistic requirements for legal formulations, etc. 

3  Cf. Butler, B. D. (2013) Strategies for Clarity in Legal Writing // Clarity. Journal 
of the International Association Promoting Plain Legal Language. Vol. 70, pp. 
31-37; Butler, B. D. (2015) Developing International EFL/ESL Scholarly Writers. 
De Gruyter Mouton; Bhatia, V. K. (1993). Analyzing Genre: Language Use in 
Professional Settings. London: Longman; Wydick, R. C. (2005). Plain English for 
Lawyers. Durham, NC: Carolina Academic Press; etc.  

5
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2

3

properties and functions obtained by this style. Some scholars 

discuss only the written variety of legal language defining it as 

legal writing with its three subtypes: academic legal writing, 

juridical writing and legislative writing4. Generally speaking, the 

presented distinction is quite acceptable; however, obvious is the 

fact that this style of language is not confined to only its written 

form. D. Kurzon, going further in offering two terms for specific 

legal procedures, argues that language of the law is “the language 

or the style used in documents laying down the law”, whereas 

legal language refers to the language that is “used to talk about 

the law”. The latter can appear both in written form (judgments, 

textbooks, etc.) and the oral (formal speech, witness questioning, 

etc.). The oral subtype of legal language can also be referred to as 

law talk5. Whatever the case, one thing seems to be clear: legal 

language (written or oral) in general and legal English in 

particular are governed by the specialized use of certain terms 

and general scientific collocations which, as it were, appear to 

bear the basic legal message of this or that document. 

                                                            
4  Cf. Bhatia, K. L. (2010) Textbook on Legal Language and Legal Writing. 

Universal Law Publishing, p. 46. 
5  Cf. Kurzon, D. (1989) Language of the Law and Legal Language // Special 

Language: From Humans Thinking to Thinking Machines. / Eds C. Lauren and 
N. Marianne. Clevedon-Philadelphia: Multilingual Matters, p. 284. 
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The specially chosen means of language in legal discourse 

may often aim at distorting reality, formulating ambiguous and 

cloudy meanings and shading facts. In this case we can claim 

that linguistic manipulation is applied to achieve the results 

(legal or political) the manipulator is seeking. At first sight the 

choice of different linguistic elements for manipulative purposes 

may seem arbitrary, and it is here that appropriate analysis and 

interpretation of manipulative language is important in reveal-

ing the truth.  

In this work we intend to lay special emphasis on the analysis 

of the manipulative tactics exerted in Article 301 of the Turkish 

Penal Code. The investigation of the practical data (the versions 

of 2005 and 2008 of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code) 

reveals that the basic function of law to communicate the truth 

and express clear-cut, accurate and understandable ideas has 

been violated in the mentioned documents, for they are meant 

to control people and manipulate their perception and interpre-

tation through the abuse of language to achieve practical goals.  

Abuse and manipulation of words, vagueness and ambiguity 

of meaning are marked characteristics of the first (2005) version 

of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code referring to 

Denigration of Turkishness, the Republic or the Grand National 

7

semantic methodology
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Assembly of Turkey 

6 as well as the reason why Turkish au-

thorities were urged to make certain amendments in the wor-

ding of the document in the second (2008) version7. 

Thus, our research agenda will look at the topic of concern 

from the perspective of the intersection of linguistics and law. 

We will concentrate on the organization of linguistic units in 

the two specific legal documents and provide theoretical and 

practical linguistic interpretation of the language data under 

question. Furthermore, an attempt will also be made to offer an 

insightful account of the legal aspect of those documents. 

The preliminaries of ssemantic methodology, namely, the 

potential ability for sentences to have “truth conditions” and 

“felicity conditions”8 are considered most important in the 

research. The “truth conditions” are related to the fact that, in 

order to understand an utterance, the addresser and the ad-

dressee should know what the reality would have to be for a 

true utterance. The truth conveyed via the utterance depends 

                                                            
6 This version of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code was adopted on June 1, 

2005. Cf. Leicht, J. (2006) World Socialist web site. ICFI. Archived from the 
original on 25 July 2008.  

7  The second version was adopted on April 30, 2008. Cf. Algan, B. A. (2008) The 
Brand New Version of Article 301 of Turkish Penal Code and the Future of 
Freedom of Expression Cases in Turkey // German Law Journal, Vol. 9, No 12. 

8  Cf. Bogal-Allbritten, E. (2013) Semantic Research Methodology. Based on 
Matthewson 2004 // LING 510, p. 3.  
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greatly on the meanings of words used in it. The “felicity 

conditions” are connected situationally to the discourse, which 

dictates the acceptability of the choice of particular linguistic 

elements. In this case, the process of conveying this or that 

meaning is regulated by “truth conditions”, but, at the same 

time, greatly depends on the deliberate choice of ambiguous 

words that form misleading sentences and spurious logic. Such 

sentences may have two or even more distinct sets of truth and 

felicity conditions.  

The practical data is also discussed in the light of ccritical 

discourse analysis (CDA), an interdisciplinary approach to the 

study of discourse that views language as a form of social practice 

and tries to explain discourse structures in terms of properties of 

social interaction and social structure. The tradition of CDA 

envisions linguistic and non-linguistic (social) practices as consti-

tuents of the same unit. This method focuses on investigating how 

societal power relations are established and reinforced through 

the use of language9.  

                                                            
9 Cf. Fairclough, N. (1995) Critical Discourse Analysis: the Critical Study of 

Language. Harlow: Longman; Wodak, R. (2001) What CDA is about // Methods 
of Critical Discourse Analysis. / Eds. R. Wodak, M. Meyer. London: Sage; Van 
Dijk, T. A. (2001) Critical Discourse Analysis // The Handbook of Discourse 
Analysis. /Eds. D. Schiffrin, D. Tannen, H. E. Hamilton. Massachusetts, Malden: 
Blackwell Publishing, pp. 352-371.  
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critical 

discourse analysis

.

Thus, the social environment plays a key role in understan-

ding legal manipulation. Moreover, we view it not only as a 

form of legal but also of social and political abuse expressed in its 

discursive interaction with language. In other words, legal 

manipulation is discussed and analysed in terms of social and 

political domination and control, the struggle for power 

between those who maintain power through falsification and try 

to avoid the straightforward presentation of facts, and those who 

are trying to resist it. Our linguistic/discursive analysis will help 

to disclose the fact that legal language can be used as a means of 

conveying political agendas that are far from the truth.  

It should be mentioned that, throughout the research, to 

accommodate different interests we have tried to explain clearly 

all necessary linguistic and legal concepts. We have endeavoured 

to make this research accessible to a wide audience, including 

language professionals and legal scholars interested in the 

intersection of law and linguistics, students and academics 

encountering this interdisciplinary area for the first time, and to 

the general reader who is curious to know more about the 

intriguing connection between language and law, the manipula-

tion of language in legal documents and in Article 301 of the 

Turkish Penal Code in particular. 
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LEGAL ENGLISH 

AS A DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE 

 

In this opening part of the book our aim is to call attention to 

the main characteristic features of the English legal style with 

special reference to the English text of the UN Convention on 

Genocide as a domain-specific text and draw some parallels 

between the original text and its Armenian translation10. 

Legal language is considered to be a substyle of official style, 

and like other styles of language, it has a definite communicative 

aim and its own system of interrelated language and stylistic 

means. The basic feature of presenting legal style is accuracy, 

which excludes the possibility of any kind of uncertainty and 

ambiguity; a narrow range of linguistic tools used in the text; a 

standard of language which can be accounted for by the desire to 

express thoughts in a uniform way and use this ready-made 

language in formulaic-cliches; high degree of repeatability 

(frequency of use) of individual sections of the texts of 

documents. These features are reflected in the structure of the 

                                                            
10  This question has been initially looked into in: Gasparyan S., Kharatyan L. Legal  

English. The UN Convention on Genocide as a Domain-Specific Text // 
Armenian Folia Anglistika. International Journal of English Studies. 1-2 (18), 
2018, pp. 72-85.  
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LEGAL ENGLISH 

AS A DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGE 

text when drawing up official papers and legal documents: the 

formation of composition, arranging different parts of the text, 

separating paragraphs, font, etc11.  

Among the most important qualities of legal documents com-

pleteness, the logical follow-up of information and succinctness 

of formulations can be mentioned. A Neutral tone of narration is 

a norm in official style. Therefore, in a piece of legal speech an 

emotionally expressive coloring in the language (nouns and 

adjectives with suffixes of subjective evaluation, evaluative 

adjectives, etc.) occurs very rarely. The use of colloquial, 

vernacular, dialectal words, phraseological units, etc., in legal 

speech is unacceptable. In fact, the literature on legal English 

suggests that in a number of ways it differs from ordinary 

speech, namely in its abundant use of professional terminology, 

impersonal constructions, long and complex sentences with 

passive constructions, multiple negations, etc12.  

                                                            
11  Cf. Galperin I.R. (1981) Stylistics. Moscow: Vysshaya Shkola, p. 68. 
12  A. Trosborg defines legal language as a unique field of LSP (Language for 

Specific Purposes). Cf. Trosborg A. (1995) Special Issue on Laying down the 
Law: Discourse Analysis of Legal Institutions // Journal of Pragmatics, 23 (1), pp. 
1-5. Cf. also Groot de, G. R. (1998) Language and Law // Netherlands Reports to 
the Fifteenth International Congress of Comparative Law. / Ed. E. H. Hondius, 
Bristol, pp. 21-32; Gibbons, J. (2003) Forensic Linguistics: An Introduction to 
Language in the Justice System. Oxford: Blackwell; etc.  
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From a lexical point of view legal discourse is characterized 

by wordiness and nominalization, the use of formal vocabulary, 

foreignisms, etc. Among other things, legal English is 

distinguished by a number of important features due to which it 

is characterized as unique and intricate in its nature. 

Investigations have long established precision and clarity, as 

well as the use of lexical elements – terms included – in a strictly 

defined sense as one of the basic characteristics of this variety of 

English. The use of grammatical constructions which exclude 

ambiguity provides exactness and reliability to legal English; the 

implementation of inaccurate language may result in an am-

biguity of sense and hamper the process of understanding in the 

sphere of legislative communication. Another quality of legal 

English is the neutrality of language which excludes the 

possibility of either exerting emotional pressure or revealing 

one’s legal assessment. The occurrence of unjustified innovations 

is not allowed in legal English as it would violate the systemic 

nature necessary to preserve the system of concepts relevant to 

the legal sphere13.  

                                                            
13  Cf. Berman, H. J. and Greiner, W. R. (2001) The Nature and Functions of Law. 

Fifth Edition. N.Y.: Foundation Press; Tiersma. P. M. (1999) Legal Language. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press; Sahakyan, L. (2012) The problem of 
metaphoric displacement in the process of term formation (with special 
reference to English legal terms). PhD synopsis (in Armenian). Yerevan: YSU; 
etc.  
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Investigations show that the history of English is the mile-

stone of legal English and the terminology of the domain. In 

fact, it is a story of Anglo-Saxon mercenaries, Latin-speaking 

missionaries, Scandinavian raiders and Norman invaders who all 

left their mark not only on England but also on the language of 

its law. Therefore, it is not by chance that modern legal English 

owes its origin, to a great extent, to Latin and French. 

Throughout different periods of the development of the English 

language certain changes have taken place in either form or 

semantic structure, whereas some elements still retain their 

original characteristic features. For example, terms like inflict – 

Latin inflictus (15 c.), conspiracy – Latin conspirationem, Old 

French conspiracie (mid. 14 c.), incitement – Latin incitamen-

tum (early 15 c.), tribunal – directly from Latin tribunal (early 

15 c.), treaty – Latin tractatus, Old French traitié, Anglo-French 

treté (late 14 c.), suppress – Latin suppressus (late 14 c.), deposit 

– Latin depositum, from deponere (early 17 c.), etc., are still used 

daily in legal English. Many of these elements, however, are 

now practically unknown outside legal circles, sometimes 

because they are used in their etymological versions.  

Our observations in the text of the Convention on Genocide 

– a document of paramount international importance – reveal 
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the French expression procès-verbal in Article XIV of the 

Convention preserved without any change or interpretation, 

whereas in the Armenian version the official term -

 comes to present an equivalent translation. 

Due to the vast amount of borrowings, legal English has 

acquired a number of characteristics. Besides the terms bor-

rowed from French, modern legal English has also preserved 

some other features of legal French, such as the inversion of the 

word order of an attributive construction, a widespread 

phenomenon in legal language. However, in the text of the 

Convention it is confined to a single case only: Secretary 

General –  . One notices easilily that the 

Armenian version of the Convention has confided on the classic 

use of syntax. 

With reference to foreign borrowings it should be mentioned 

that not only did the loans replenish and enrich the English 

legal terminology but also make it rather intricate. Some of the 

factors that make English legal terminology unique and complex 

include the use of synonyms referring to the same legal concept. 

The text of the Convention is no exception. Thus, for example, 

provision, paragraph, article – ; confirm, ratify – -
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, etc. Albeit these words are not exact synonyms for, 

largely speaking, there are no exact synonyms at all, they are 

very close to each other in meaning and vary in only a few 

semantic and stylistic differences. The legal use of the term 

article means separate clause or item in an agreement or a 

contract14, while paragraph is a section of a piece of writing 

usually consisting of several sentences dealing with a single 

subject15. Paragraphing is a device for arranging any text (legisla-

tive included). It involves dividing a sentence into grammatical 

units and arranging them as separate blocks of text. Provision 

defines a condition or an arrangement in a legal document 

16. 

Investigation of the semantic relations between confirm and 

ratify reveals that the definition of the word confirm presented 

in the dictionary is rather wide: to make a position, agreement, 

etc. more definite or official; to establish sth. firmly17, while 

ratify is a legal term properly meaning to make an agreement 

officially valid by voting for or signing it18. Thus, the given units, 

                                                            
14  Cf.Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English. (2005) Oxford: 

OUP, p. 72. 
15  Cf. Ibid, p. 1099. 
16  Cf. Ibid, p. 1215. 
17  Cf. Ibid, p. 318. 
18  Cf. Ibid, p. 1251. 
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as far as legal English is concerned, are semantically very closely 

related. This possibility of using synonymous language units can, 

as mentioned above, be accounted for by the fact that the same 

concept can be expressed by more than one language form, 

frequently by variants in its own form vs foreign synonymous 

elements. Most common types of synonym pairs (doublets or 

binomials) having two lexical units appear in the text of the 

Convention too. The use of the noun-binomial application or 

fulfillment (   ) is a case in point.  

We should hasten to add however that the use of antonym 

pairs is not alien to legal English either. The inclusive effect and 

the ability of antonymous pairs to refrain from ambiguity and 

misunderstanding are obvious in the Convention text: public 

officials or private individuals (   -

 ); in whole or in part (   ); in 

time of peace or in time of war ( ,  -

 ). 

The analysis of the legal texts shows that the use of other for-

mal words, which are considered archaic and rarely used in daily 

conversation, occurs very often. Being used less frequently than 

other terms, they appear rather obscure in the course of time. 
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For example, in the text of the Convention we come across 

archaisms like hereinafter ( ), thereof ( ), 

thereafter (-). Notable is the fact that in the Armenian 

translation the archaism thereafter of the original has been 

completely ignored. As dictionaries testify19, it could have been 

represented in the translation with the help of the following 

possible units:  ,    , , 

 . While some of the English concepts are archaic and 

bookish, some of their Armenian equivalents ( , , 

etc.) are more or less frequently used in other discourses too. In 

the Armenian text of the Convention the opposite process can 

also be observed: elements of ordinary use in English are 

translated by archaic units in Armenian (present – , to 

depose –   , etc.). However it should be noted 

that although these forms pursue the goal of making the idea 

detailed, comprehensive and emphasized, they often complicate 

the cognitive process and become unnecessary additions. Despite 

this, the tendency retains their relevant use. 

                                                            
19  Cf. Kouyoumdjian, M. (1981) A Comprehensive Dictionary: English- Armenian. 

Beirut-Lebanon: D. Doniguian & Fils, p. 1272. 
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Along with these terms lawyers use less formal words, 

phrases and even idioms or, in other words, jargonisms which 

seemingly make the communication easy, though, in fact, they 

turn out to be rather difficult for a layman to understand. This 

specialized lexis is defined as argot which, like slang words, are 

produced by lawyers themselves for convenience. Terms and 

terminological expressions properly intensify formality in legal 

English and impart specific semantic precision to speech20. 

Another interesting characteristic feature of legal English is 

the use of the so-called common words with uncommon 

meanings. The use of such linguistic elements in their primary 

definitions is generally aimed at avoiding possible misunder-

standings or ambiguity, or inappropriate emotionality. The use 

of the same word, with the same sound structure, with a 

meaning different from its legal meaning, shows the potential of 

the word to express different concepts. If, for example, the word 

provision is used in the financial sphere to mean an amount set 

aside out of profits in the accounts of an organization for a 

known liability; especially a bad debt or the diminution in value 

                                                            
20  Cf. Mellinkoff, D. (1963) The Language of the Law. Little: Brown, p. 17. 
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of an asset (FDF)21, or in a religious text to mean an appointment 

by the pope to a see or benefice not yet vacant22, in the context 

of the Convention its terminological meaning (provision – ) 

is actualized as a condition or requirement in a legal document23. 

Consideration of the term instrument ( , 

) from the same viewpoint shows that its basic 

meaning is a tool or device used for a particular task especially 

for delicate or scientific work (surgical, optical, etc.)24. In the 

sphere of arts this term usually refers to a device designed to 

enable a person to make musical sounds (FDF). However, in a 

legal context it acquires an additional meaning and indicates a 

formal or legal document (FDF). 

The study of the language units resolution, law, ratification, 

provision, jurisdiction, legislation, punishment, crime, aim, 

humanity, co-operation, peace, war, conspiracy, prevention, 

suppression, accession, revision, etc. in the context of the 

Genocide Convention shows a very high degree of terminolo-

                                                            
21  The abbreviation FDF stands for The Free Dictionary of Farlex (2003-2016). 
22  Cf. Word Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American 

English (2019). 
23  Cf. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English. (2005) Oxford: 

OUP, p. 1215. 
24  Cf. Ibid, p. 806. 
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gical generalization and abstraction. In fact, the use of such 

nomenclature units in legal documents aims at emphasizing the 

basic concepts in context. On the other hand, their presence in 

legal documents and in the text of the Convention in particular 

marks the tendency of nominalization which is a preferred use 

in similar documents. Albeit they make sentences much longer 

and tend to disjoint their parts, they introduce definite and 

rather precise meanings into legal texts, hence the impossibility 

of their substitution for verbs. Thus, for example, give effect to 

the provision of the present Convention; consider appropriate 

for the prevention and suppression of acts; the declaration made 

by the General Assembly of the United Nations in its resolution; 

direct and public incitement to commit genocide; relating to the 

interpretation, application or fulfillment of the present Conven-

tion; etc. 

Considerations of the morphologically relevant peculiar 

features of legal English bring out the use of specific gram-

matical constructions. Among them passive constructions are 

the most intensively used, aimed at securing the desirable effect 

of impersonality and lay the emphasis on the action rather than 

the actor. In the text of the Convention, obvious is the 

realization of the intention to preserve the principle of 
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objectivity as far as the presented material is concerned, and to 

emphasize the importance of implementing the main action. 

Thus, for example:  
 

 The present Convention shall be ratified, and the 

instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

 Genocide and the other acts enumerated in article III shall 

not be considered as political crimes for the purpose of 

extradition. 

 The present Convention may be acceded to on behalf of 

any Member of the United Nations. 
 

Even in rare cases when the doer of the action is mentioned, 

the preference is given to the action. The examples adduced 

below illustrate the case in point: 
 

 Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts 

enumerated in article III shall be tried by a competent 

tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was 

committed. 
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 An invitation to sign has been addressed by the General 

Assembly. 

 A request for the revision of the present Convention may 

be made at any time by any Contracting Party. 
 

High frequency of the use of modal verbs shall and may in 

particular, is also typical of legal texts. Modal verbs mark the 

action as possible, probable, impossible, obligatory, and advi-

sable. They are used in such ethical concepts as obligation and 

permissibility. In the English text of the Convention the modal 

verb may expresses permission and authorization which in the 

Armenian variant is conveyed by   or  . 

 

 Any Contracting Party mmay call upon the competent 

organs of the United Nations. 

      

    

: 
 

The stylistic use of the modal verb shall in legal language is 

not random either, for it brings out its basic function in legal 

documents, i.e. statement of laws, regulations, commands, deter-

shall be tried

  

shall not be considered 
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may 

 

mination. According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, shall 

is used in formal style to express an explicit obligation. In 

Armenian, this modality is actualized mainly through Present 

Simple: 

 

 Persons charged with genocide … sshall be tried by a 

competent tribunal of the State. 

 ,    

  ,   

   : 

 Acts enumerated in article III sshall not be considered as 

political crimes. 

     

    -

: 

 

The study of the Armenian translation reveals that in terms 

of content shall is more comprehensive, as it does not show 

order, obligation, commitment, threat, warning, and promise. 

When used in other semantic contents, it excludes severity and 

shows permission, probability of implementation of some 
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activity, conditioned by a series of circumstances, thus coming 

close to the modal verb may. 

Legal documents are also specific from the point of view of 

their graphitic layout. Crystal and Davy point out the traditional 

solidity of the blocks of script in legal documents whose long 

lines were from margin to margin, and there were no patterns of 

spacing or indentation to indicate the limits of the paragraphs or 

the relation between them. It was common for drafters to 

compose an entire document in the form of one single sen-

tence25. Nowadays, in legal writing much importance is attached 

to the structure and composition of the text in order to maintain 

the clarity and precision of the message conveyed. In this 

connection, of particular importance are the layout features of 

the text: paragraphing, indentation and graphitic choices, 

particularly capitalizing, italicizing, underlining and bold-

typing26. 

If we try to consider the text of the Convention on Genocide 

from the mentioned viewpoints, an interesting picture will be 

                                                            
25  Cf. Crystal, D. and Davy, D. (1969) Investigating English Style. NY: Longman, p. 

194. 
26  Cf. Farghal, M. & Shunnaq A. T. (1999) Translation with Reference to English 

and Arabic: a practical guide. Jordan: Irbid, dar Al-Hilal for Translation, p. 205. 
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revealed. The text starts with a short preamble representing the 

background of the document, the need for its constitution and 

the objective. It should be noted that this is a structural feature 

characteristic of conventions, declarations and other agreements 

and treaties of universal scale in general. The main points of the 

Convention, i.e. the articles, come immediately after the 

Preamble. The articles are divided into paragraphs enumerated 

with Roman numbers, each of which represents one complete 

idea, a so-called provision. Some of the articles consist of more 

than one paragraph or include multilevel lists as needed. It can 

be observed that the specific layout of the text of the Conven-

tion on Genocide is imposed by the message conveyed in the 

document. 

It is beyond suspicion that dealing with legal language needs 

special care as most of our everyday common activities are 

carried out within a legal context. Therefore, there is a tendency 

to make legal texts more cohesive and coherent through opting 

for a more consistent layout. Accordingly, legal drafters render 

much attention to graphic devices such as italicizing, bolding 

and so on27. However, the text of the Convention is not very 

                                                            
27  Cf. Crystal, D. and Davy, D. Ibid., p. 189. 
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rich in similar cases. Our observations of both the English and 

Armenian texts of the Convention reveal the use of italicizing to 

highlight the number of articles in the English text whereas in 

the Armenian version text-bolding is employed for the same 

purpose. A case of italicization occurs in Article XIII of the Eng-

lish text, where the use of the Latin expression procès-verbal is 

italicized to underline its metalinguistic value. The presence of 

the asterisk (*) on the aforementioned expression refers to the 

footnote providing the explanation of its meaning. This, 

however, does not appear in the translated version of the text, as 

the Armenian translator has chosen to use the Armenian 

equivalent ( ) of the Latinism in the target 

language.  

Among the characteristic features of legal documents, the 

capitalization of words and particularly of initial letters can also 

be mentioned. This is usually accomplished by either typing the 

chosen words in a larger font size than the remainder of the text 

or writing it all in capitals. Our study of the Convention text, 

both in English and Armenian, marks rather a large amount of 

cases of capitalizing. Thus, for example: 
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 CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND 

PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE 

  

   

  

 

Capitalization can also be observed in the initial part of the 

Preamble of the English text to emphasize the paramount 

importance of introducing the Document, thus distinguishing 

the more significant sections of speech from the rest of the 

sentence. In this case the initial letters of capitalized words 

appear in an even larger size to mark the beginning of the sen-

tence: 

 

 HAVING CONSIDERED the declaration ... 

 RECOGNIZING that at all periods ... 

 BEING CONVINCED that ... 

 

However, the Preamble of the Armenian version refrains 

from using capital letters, a fact accounted for by the differences 
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in the traditions of English and Armenian written representa-

tions. 

 

  ,  ... 

 ,    ... 

  ,  ... 

 

Instances of capitalization can also be observed in the pre-

sentation of organizations and institutions (United Nations – 

  , General Assembly 

–  , International Court of Justice – -

 ), official positions (Secretary General – 

 ), or instruments or documents (Con-

vention – , Constitutions – -

, Charter – ). In all these cases both the 

creators of the original and the target texts are guided by the 

working graphological rules of the languages in question. 

The presence/absence of punctuation marks is another im-

portant feature deserving attention in legal texts. English legal 

texts are characterized frequently by an absence of punctuation 

in order to avoid forgery, for punctuation marks can be as easily 

erased from documents as they can be put in, thus sometimes 
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introducing grave changes in the legal meanings intended to be 

conveyed to the readers. Scarcity of punctuation and the 

presence of long uninterrupted sentences effectively provide a 

high level of formality in the language of English legal 

documents. Notwithstanding this fact there are, however, some 

ways they can be used where they are needed. For example, the 

necessity of emphasizing either the beginning or end of a phrase, 

clause or sentence, or a piece of new and highly important or 

contrastive information of essential value most often 

presupposes the use of commas, semi-colons or full stops. In the 

English text of the Convention different cases of such 

applications of punctuation appear: 

 

 HEREBY AGREE AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED: 

 The following acts shall be punishable: 

(a) Genocide;  

(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide; 

(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide; 

 a national, ethnical, racial or religious group 

 

Due to the complicated nature of Armenian syntax and word 

order the need for precise punctuation is inevitable. Con-
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sequently, the Armenian version of the Convention makes use of 

punctuation marks not only in the cases mentioned above, but 

also in nearly all the sentences of the articles. 

It is quite obvious that much care and interest are given to 

legal texts through the use of layout features for the sake of 

revealing structure, content, and logical progression as a guide to 

facilitate interpretation. Therefore, layout features need to be 

respected in any type of legal drafting. 

Thus, the functioning of the above-mentioned features 

creates a specific stylistic system regulated by certain rules in 

legal English, whereas their application outside of formal and 

official spheres may lead to stylistic errors and sometimes to 

unjustified complication of texts. The examples adduced above 

offer proof that legal texts are quite distinct from other writings, 

and this is first and foremost accounted for by the textual 

convention of the profession. Despite the fact that legal language 

is quite limited, many legal texts come in a variety of genres, and 

each of them tends to have its stereotypical format and fixed 

structure. However, it would be wrong to try to understand legal 

rules and decisions without considering the historical, social and 

political world in which they function, for law is embedded 
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within the social-cultural context which gives birth to the ways 

of constructing and interpreting it. Residing in society it is in 

fact intertwined with the political mode of this or that country, 

not infrequently serving as an instrument for the government to 

impose its passion and fervor upon the society. In such cases, law 

becomes an important constituent element of the political line of 

the government and helps to exercise its power and fulfil certain 

political interests. Hence the necessity of knowing the psycho-

logical vulnerabilities of the society as a whole and exercising 

psychological manipulation with the help of language use, thus 

influencing the members of the society to alter their perception 

of socially and politically important issues. Through deceptive 

and abusive tactics which help to artfully and skillfully handle 

this or that situation the behavior of the society also changes. 

Thus, the aim of the next chapter of the book is to study 

manipulation and manipulative tactics, so widely implemented 

in the sphere of law. 
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LINGUISTIC MANIPULATION  

AND MANIPULATIVE TACTICS 

 

Before we embark on the theoretical account of linguistic 

manipulation and the analysis of the data, we need to clarify the 

notion and concept of manipulation. According to Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, manipulation 

is managing or controlling somebody or something skillfully or 

craftily, especially by using one’s influence or unfair methods28. 

Unfair methods are used to gain advantage in one’s own 

dishonest goals, and to achieve social influence that aims, as it 

were, at changing people’s behaviour or perception, and this is 

done covertly through abusive and furtive tactics29.  Motivations 

can be various when individual or collective  manipulation is 

undertaken, and the most important factors among them involve 

the need to advance one’s own purposes and personal gain at 

nearly any cost to other individuals or the society, the strong 

desire to achieve power and superiority in relation to others, to 

                                                            
28  Cf. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English (1980) Oxford: 

OUP, p. 517. 
29  Cf. Braiker, H. B. (2004) Who is Pulling your Strings? How to Break the Cycle 

of Manipulation? NY: McGraw-Hill. 
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LINGUISTIC MANIPULATION  

AND MANIPULATIVE TACTICS 

 

 

 

 

keep their minds under control in an effort to raise their 

perception of self-esteem30. In other words, manipulation is a 

social phenomenon, and is practiced communicatively and 

interactionally. In such a practice the manipulator strives to 

exercise unjust control over others, usually against the will or 

against the interests of the manipulated. It is evident that mani-

pulation as a concept gives ground to negative associations, as it 

violates social norms31.   

George K. Simon believes the most common and effective 

manipulative techniques include:  

 lying by omission (a very subtle form of lying, widely used 

in propaganda by a predetermined withholding of the truth);  

 denial (a refusal to admit that wrongdoing has occurred);  

 rationalization (an excuse for inappropriate behaviour closely 

related to spinning); 

 minimization (denial coupled with rationalization); 

 selective attention/inattention (paying attention to anything 

that is within the agenda and ignoring anything that may 

                                                            
30  Cf. Ibid.  
31  Cf. Van Dijk, T. A. (2006) Discourse and manipulation // Discourse and Society, 

17/2, p. 360. 
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distract the listeners’ attention from the speaker’s chosen 

agenda); 

 diversion (directing conversation towards another topic); 

 evasion (giving responses that are neither clear nor relevant); 

 covert intimidation (positioning the victim of manipulation 

on the defensive by using vague or implied threats); 

 vilifying the victim (putting the victim on the defensive 

while simultaneously masking aggressive intent, and 

falsely accusing the victim for defending his/her 

position)32. 

It is evident that manipulation involves power – to be more 

precise, the abuse of power and domination. The practice of 

unauthorized influence, with the help of discourse, makes others 

believe in what the manipulator presents or does in his own 

interest against the interests of the manipulated33.  

Thus, at large, manipulation is getting what an individual or a 

group wants to achieve by ignoring or harming the desires of the 

other party or the society, aiming at domination and reprodu-

ction in different forms. Manipulation is mainly realized 

                                                            
32  Cf. Simon, G. K. (1996) In Sheep's Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with 

Manipulative People. Michigan: Parkhurst Brothers Publishers Inc. 
33  Cf. Van Dijk, T. A. Ibid., p. 360. 
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through the use of seemingly objective, persuasive, tricky, 

misleading and misdirecting language. There are numerous ot-

her manipulative techniques that are used in different com-

municative situations, but with the topic we have under inves-

tigation in mind, we have focused only on those tactics which 

directly or indirectly refer to verbal manipulation in legal 

discourse34.  

Manipulation is a term of awesome inventive potential, 

typical to the system of linguistic manipulation35. As a means of 

communication, language not only serves the purpose of 

conveying information but also influences interlocutors and 

regulates their social, interpersonal, mental states and 

behaviours. From this point of view, linguistic manipulation can 

be defined as the manipulation of an individual and/or collective 

conscience and behaviour, realized through various linguistic 

                                                            
34  Illegitimate manipulative influence may also be exercised through non-verbal 

means, such as pictures, photos, cartoons, videos which are more typical of mass 
media manipulation – the next domain most accused of using manipulative 
techniques (besides political and legal discourses).  

35  Cf. Dotsenko, E. (1997) Psychology of Manipulation: Phenomena, Mechanisms 
and Protection. Moscow: CheRo Publisher State University. 
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means of natural language36. It is “the conscious use of language 

in a devious way to control others”37.  

The manipulation of language facilitates distortions of 

objective reality through verbal abuses and misuses, and presents 

illusionary subjective reality through ambiguous and blurred 

linguistic data in which intentionality is not quite obvious. 

Intentionality as one of the basic parameters of linguistic 

manipulation exercises a destructive effect on an individual, 

group or society at large. This phenomenon cannot be easily 

identified, as it is expressed through regular linguistic patterns 

(lexical elements, grammatical forms and syntactic constructions) 

which do not trespass the system of customary discourse, also 

used to realize aims and functions characteristic of non-

manipulative communication. On the other hand through 

analysis and interpretation, it is the same linguistic patterns of 

discourse that help disclose manipulative intentions.  

                                                            
36  Cf. Grischechko, O. (2013) Communicative Effect Achieved through Speech 

Acts of Manipulation // IJCRSEE, 1 (2), p. 2.  
37  N. Fairclough explains that using language in a devious way means using it in a 

way which hides one’s strategies and objectives. Cf. Fairclough N. (1994) 
Manipulation // Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. Kidlington: 
Pergamon Press, p. 2360.  
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Language signs at various levels help reveal the speaker’s 

intentions concealed in speech due to his/her manipulative 

skills38, disclose cases of abused and misused language and prove 

the fact that linguistic manipulation has been applied. Thus, a 

discourse becomes manipulative not because of the application 

of particular linguistic units, but because of their relationship to 

the manipulator’s aims and motives. The analysis of manipu-

lative discourse shows that language itself, to a certain extent, 

encourages the bending of reality, distorting discourse 

manipulatively, offering linguistic means that make it possible to 

apply uncertain, vague, obscured categories to express untruth. 

Discourse structures that presuppose manipulative attitudes, 

according to van Dijk, include emphasizing the position, power, 

authority or moral superiority of the speaker, the inferior 

position, absence of knowledge, etc. of the recipient, and 

focusing on the beliefs that the manipulator forces on the 

recipients as knowledge, through argumentation, proofs, etc., 

thus making them believe in its veracity while discrediting 

alternative ideologies, attitudes and emotions of the recipients39. 

                                                            
38  Cf. Akopova, A. (2013) Linguistic Manipulation: Definition and Types // 

IJCRSEE, 1 (2), p. 3. 
39  Cf. Van Dijk, T. A. Ibid., p. 376. 
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Thus, the strategy of manipulative language is to discursively 

focus on social characteristics of the manipulated in order to 

make them accept the attitudes imposed by the manipulator.  

The manipulation of language implies a beginning in smaller 

or more discrete segments of linguistic forms that connect to 

larger linguistic entities, which undergoing “some change, trans-

formation, mutilation, mutation”, turn out to be relatively 

unexpected by the addressee40. Manipulation via language 

exploits the fact that listeners or readers first of all perceive and 

try to understand the primary meaning of words, focusing on 

specially selected linguistic units and language patterns that 

present positive information, instead of trying to interpret the 

negative shades of meaning hidden between the lines. 

The character of verbal manipulation preconditions the usage 

of ambiguous expressions and all sorts of double-speak. In this, 

the semantic qualities of manipulative discourse are not easy to 

distinguish. Strategies for control, in their turn, demand the 

usage of lexical elements depicting manipulative mechanisms41.  

                                                            
40  Cf. Danciu, V. (2014) Manipulative Marketing: Persuasion and Manipulation of 

the Customer through Advertising // Theoretical and Applied Economics, 2 
(591), p. 25. 

41  Cf. Linguistic Persuasion (2017) // Wikibooks.  
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Linguistic manipulation has proven to be: social (in welcomes, 

vows, petitions, etc.), volitional (in requests, solicitations, 

refusals, etc.), instructive and estimative (in a kind of discourse 

which sets interpersonal relations while impugning, acclaiming, 

warning against danger, etc.)42. 

Manipulation is directly connected with domination, control 

and demagogic language. Manipulators (a person or a group) are 

experts in using these tools. They usually have a great command 

of language and the rhetoric of persuasion, and play a dominant 

role in relationships. The manipulator is not concerned with 

advancing rational values, s/he is only concerned with achieving 

his/her or a certain group’s goals, and scrupulously tries to 

present manipulative notions as concepts and ideas which 

seemingly share the values of those manipulated. The goal of a 

skilled manipulator is to control what others think. They 

achieve this by controlling the way information is presented to 

others – the public at large or certain representatives of the 

society. They use seemingly rational means to make an 

impression of being objective and reasonable. An important part 

                                                            
42  Cf. Tarasov, E. (1990) Linguistic Manipulation: Methodology and Theory. 

Moscow: MSU Press, p. 123.  
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of manipulation is the concealment of some information and 

certain points of view that the manipulator is trying to keep 

away from being given a fair hearing 43.   

As has been observed, the abuse and misuse of language are 

the basic components of linguistic manipulation. Undoubtedly, 

the intelligibility of reality depends on and is accomplished 

through language. This mediating character of language is being 

increasingly corrupted and distorted by politicians and law-

makers when they cloak even the most obvious realities in 

disguised, erroneous assumptions. By abusing language they 

violate its basic function of communicating truth, thus giving 

rise to false associations connected with untruth. It is this 

strategy of speech that controls their addressees and manipulates 

them to achieve practical ends. In other words, tyranny and 

propaganda, the abuse of power lead to the abuse of language44 

that results in distorting and changing even the most obvious 

truths. This means language is being abused for the sake of 

achieving control and power. Inadequacy and distortion of 

                                                            
43  Cf. Richard, P. and Elder, L. (2004) The Thinker’s Guide to Fallacies: The Art of 

Mental Trickery and Manipulation // Foundation for Critical Thinking, pp. 4- 5.  
44  Cf. Pieper, J. (1992) Abuse of Language. Abuse of Power. San Francisco: Ignatius 

Press. 
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language, i.e. using linguistic units in a confusing and misleading 

way, are the most marked characteristics of the abuse of 

language, and this dangerous process can corrupt the human 

mind and its thought through language45.  When applied, the 

abuse of language brings about a transformation of an original 

account, which means that society is presented with a biased 

view of the problem in question. 

Linguistic manipulation involves the grammatical, lexical, 

syntactic, pragmatic and, most importantly, semantic aspects of 

language46. Using manipulation through different means of 

language results in the authority or recognition the manipulator 

is seeking. The right interpretation of manipulation mechanisms 

and manipulative language is important because it prevents 

individuals, certain groups of people, and the society at large 

from being under some form of subjugation. 

Although the possible choices of different linguistic elements 

(morphological, semantic, syntactic) for manipulative purposes 
                                                            
45  Cf. Orwell, G. (2006) Politics and the English Language. Peterborough: 

Broadview Press. 
46  Van Dijk T. A. states that “general strategies of manipulative discourse appear to 

be largely semantic, i.e. focused on manipulating the content of text and talk.” 
Cf. Van Dijk T. A. (2006) Discourse and Manipulation // Discourse and Society, 
17(2), p. 376); also Khudhayir, S. (2013) Manipulation of Meaning in Political 
Discourse // Research Gate, p. 4.  
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in legal as well as political discourses may seem arbitrary, 

actually they are not, for choices are usually made in accordance 

with the speaker’s consideration of different purposes. Thus, B. 

Johnstone is quite right to think that there cannot be truly 

synonymous words or truly synonymous surface structures, and 

if these alternative structures exist, if the grammatical set of 

conventions allows their existence, it must mean that they serve 

different functions47. Moreover, the linguistic manipulation of 

people and society at large through grammar, wording or style 

choices can indicate a certain mode of thinking or ideology, 

which will, in their turn, help the manipulator realize the. It is 

the adequate interpretation of these linguistic choices that 

reveals the speaker’s intentions, his way of thinking and 

worldview48.  

The choices aimed at linguistic manipulation, at the usage of 

language as a means of conveying legal and political agendas that 

are far from the truth are high frequency phenomena with an 

immense impact on the consciousness of people in the political 

                                                            
47  Cf. Johnstone, B. (2002) Discourse Analysis. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing. 
48  Cf. Berariu, E. C. and Peterlicean, A. (2016) The Power of Language in Political 

Discourse // Multicultural Representations. Literature and Discourse as Forms of 
Dialogue. Vol. 4. Tirgu Mures: Arhipelag XXI Press, p. 189. 
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arena in general and in the political struggle for power in 

particular. One of the main tasks of such discourse is influencing 

and managing public opinion, and this linguistic manipulation 

serves as a tool for inducing the public to do something (to give 

information, to make an act, to change behaviour) unconscious-

ly, contrary to one’s own desires, opinions and intentions49.  

Influencing and managing are realized through propaganda, 

demagogical discourse and persuasion, frequently with the help 

of alliterations, rhyming, rhythmization, nominalization, con-

verse terms, neologisms, deictic units, euphemisms, dysphe-

misms, sophisticated lexis, barbarisms, elliptic language and 

inversion50. Although speech manipulation is presented by 

elements of all levels of language (lexical, grammatical, syntactic, 

etc.) the widest layer remains the lexical-semantic one related to 

the notions of essentially contested concepts; deep and shallow 

processing; presupposition51.  

 
                                                            
49  Cf. Troshina, N. N. (1990) Stylistic Parameters of Texts of Mass Communication 

and Realization of Communicative Strategy of the Subject of Speech Influence. 
Moscow: MSU Press.  

50  Cf. Kenzhekanova, K., et al (2015) Manipulation in Political Discourse of Mass 
Media // Mediterranean Journal of Social Sciences, 4 (6), p. 325. 

51  Cf. Khudhayir, S. (2013) Manipulation of Meaning in Political Discourse // 
Research Gate, pp. 1-14.  
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The essentially contested concepts, seemingly logical, actually 

contrast against rational argumentation or evidence, though it is 

not an easy task to prove this as there is always room to support 

these concepts through different kinds of seemingly valid 

(although false) arguments put forward by the manipulator52. 

Only a close linguistic analysis can reveal that such concepts are 

false and have been used to veil reality and truth.  

Deep and shallow processing refers to the notion that a 

certain term is chosen deliberately considering either its seman-

tic precision or its semantic vagueness.  In other words, of 

relevance are the variations of semantic meaning – the clarity, 

precision or vagueness with which a certain piece of information 

or assumption is communicated53. This approach to the question 

of lexis carries interesting implications for not only under-

standing the nature of political and legal terms, but also for 

clarifying the mechanism implemented in their exploitation or 

manipulation in the course of communication.  

                                                            
52  Cf. Gallie, W. B. (1956) Essentially Contested Concepts // Proceedings of the 

Aristotelian Society, New Series, Vol. 56, p. 169. 
53  Cf. Chilton, P. (2008) Political Terminology // Handbook of Applied Linguistics, 

Vol. 4, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, p. 227.  
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As far as presupposition is concerned, it is in fact one of the 

most important properties of discourse, for very often what is 

not said and asserted can be presupposed. Hence, “most shared 

knowledge is presupposed and not asserted, and the public can 

merely process some terms used in political [or legal – S.G.] 

discourse just as positive or negative”54.  Thus, lexical units are 

used in different contexts of discourse to serve certain agendas, 

certain aims of manipulating people through language. 

The study of mechanisms of linguistic manipulation in legal 

discourse will help avoid socio-psychological effects of the 

manipulation of discourse, demagogy, mind-control, aggression 

and even violence in speech. 

As mentioned above, legal language is formalized and logical. 

It is varied in its linguistic characteristic features, such as lexical, 

morphological, syntactic and semantic, as compared to ordinary 

natural language55. These features provide consistency, validity, 

completeness, conciseness, clarity, precision and soundness to 

legal language. The study of legally specialized vocabulary, phra-

ses and syntax should help people comprehend and communi-

                                                            
54  Cf. Khudhayir, S. Ibid., p. 9. 
55  Cf. Wydick R. (2005) Plain English for Lawers: Teacher’s manual. Durham: 

Carolina Academic Press. p. 10. 
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cate legal information. The general assumption is that legal 

writing must be Clear, Correct, Concise and Complete (the four 

Cs)56. However, the deliberately manipulated (abused or 

misused) legal discourse frequently hampers the comprehension 

and communication at large via ambiguous, indirect and masked 

language57.  

The linguistic field of legal discourse is not only connected 

with the manipulation of discourse from a linguistic perspective, 

but also with certain legal, psychological, historical and cultural 

elements present in a legal text. The linguistic strategies are 

totally dependent on contextual factors or context models, and it 

is important to consider a certain place and time in history. 

Manipulation in legal discourse is the usage of a very measured 

technique, and in any piece of it not only the technique but also 

the authors’ intentions and the linguistic expression of those 

intentions should be scrupulously studied and interpreted by 

specialists and the public. Thus, any legal piece has to fit in the 

present and past socio-historical context. 

                                                            
56  Cf. Ibid.  p. 3, 10. 
57  This is the reason why legal style has been labelled as “reader-unfriendly” by B. 

Butler in Strategies for Clarity in Legal Writing (2013) // Clarity, Journal of the 
International Association Promoting Plain Legal Language, Vol. 70, p. 32.  
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The legal definition of manipulation gives the following 

meanings to the noun: change, control, domination, employ-

ment, execution, exercise, exploitation, finagling, governance, 

handling, influence, machination, manoeuvring, plotting, ploy, 

scheming, taking advantage of, contrivance58. As evident from 

the synonymous explanations, many of the nouns deal with not 

only manipulation as an act or process in general, but with 

linguistic manipulation in legal discourse in particular. Change, 

redefinition and even contrivance of certain linguistic units in a 

legal document seem to trick people into reading and 

interpreting them in favour of the authors.  

Thus, linguistic manipulation is the use of language in a way 

that tries to present certain strategies and objectives covertly, 

exerting a shrewd and devious influence especially to the advan-

tage of the author or certain political and legal circles.  

 

 

 

 
  

                                                            
58  Cf. Legal Dictionary (2018) The Free Dictionary by Farlex.   
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ARTICLE 301  

OF THE TURKISH PENAL CODE 

 

The judicial system of the Republic of Turkey is defined by 

the 1982 Constitution.  

Turkey has a legal system which has been wholly integrated 

with the system of continental Europe. The Turkish Penal Code 

parallels that of Italy.  

In Turkey the basic constitutional rights and obligations 

include freedom of worship, religion, conscience and belief; 

claiming rights and defending oneself in the courts; working and 

concluding agreements in whatever field s/he wishes; paying 

taxes in accordance with his/her financial strength59. 

The Turkish Criminal Code came into force on January 1, 

2005. As far as the legal text in question (Article 301) is 

concerned, its provision is not new to Turkish law. Article 159 

of the previous Turkish Criminal Code, which remained in force 

from 1926 to 2005, contained nerarly the same provision. In 

addition, the aforementioned Turkish Criminal Code contained 

another article (Article 160) which required permission from the 

Ministry of Justice for a case to be brought to trial. 

                                                            
59  Cf. Turkish Legal System (2014), p. 1.  
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ARTICLE 301  

OF THE TURKISH PENAL CODE 

 

.

According to Article 1 of the Penal Code of Turkey “The 

objective of the Criminal Code is to protect individual rights and 

freedoms, public order and security, the rule of law, peace in the 

community, public health and the environment, and to prevent 

the commission of offences. In order to achieve this objective 

criminal responsibility, specific criminal offences, penalties and 

security measures are regulated under this statute”60.  

One of the official actions which should be undertaken to 

carry out the “objective criminal responsibility” presented in 

Part 3 of the Turkish Penal Code (Offences against the Symbols 

of State Sovereignty and the Reputation of its Organs) is Article 

301, under the heading Degrading Turkish Nation, State of 

Turkish Republic, the Organs and Institutions of the State61, 

which declares it illegal to insult Turkey, the Turks or Turkish 

governmental institutions.  

The first version of the Article took effect on June 1, 2005, 

introduced as part of a package of reforms to the penal code, 

which preceded the opening of negotiations for Turkish 

membership to the European Union (EU) in an attempt to bring 

                                                            
60  Cf. Penal Code of Turkey. (2016) // Council of Europe. CDL-REF (2016) 011. 

Engl. only. Legislation Line, p. 2.  
61  For Article 301 under this heading cf. Penal Code of Turkey (2016), p. 99. 
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Turkey up to Union standards. However, in December 2005, 

Amnesty International claimed that Article 301 was a direct 

threat to human rights and fundamental freedoms62. 

The original version of Article 301 made it a crime to 

denigrate Turkishness. The wording was drawn broadly so as to 

criminalize a wide range of critical comments and reports, 

opinions expressing disapproval or negative attitude to anything 

related to Turks and Turkey. Initially the text did not generate 

much attention, but it loomed large both in Turkey and the 

European Union after a great number of conspicuous cases and 

criminal investigations: more than sixty well-known university 

professors, writers and journalists were sued from the time of 

the introduction of the article in June 2005 through July 2006. 

These people not only faced the prospect of a three-year jail 

term, but also intimidation and harassment. A vivid case in point 

is the bestselling Turkish novelist Elif Shafak who faced unjust 

trial in July 2006. Interestingly enough, Shafak could not be 

directly accused of publicly denigrating Turkishness because she 

herself did not perform any physical or verbal action against the 

                                                            
62 Cf. Turkey: Article 301 is a Threat to Freedom of Expression and Must be 

Repealed Now // Amnesty International Public Statement (December 2005).  
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state. However, she was acknowledged as responsible and tried 

for the remarks of a fictional character in her novel The Bastard 

in Istanbul 

63. In fact, it was the first Turkish novel “to deal 

directly with the massacres, atrocities and deportations that 

decimated the country’s Armenian population in the last years 

of the Ottoman rule”64. This did not surprise either the 

publishers or the readers of her book, who had no doubts that 

this kind of attitude awaited any good writer, the asperity of 

whose voice could be raised and heard in Turkey. When 

speaking about the charges that were brought against her, Elif 

Shafak believed that the underlying reason for the charges she 

had to face was that she had been very active on taboo topics 

and the Armenian Genocide in particular. She definitely realized 

that her adherence to the position of supporting an open and 
                                                            
63  In the novel The Bastard in Istanbul (2005) by Elif Shafak originally written in 

English and published in Turkish translation in 2006, one of the personages, 
Armanoush, says: “I am the grandchild of genocide survivors who lost all their 
relatives to the hands of Turkish butchers in 1915, but I myself have been 
brainwashed to deny the genocide because I was raised by some Turk named 
Mustafa”. Shafak was acquitted and the case was dropped at the first hearing, as 
the prosecutor announced there were no elements of the crime envisaged in 
Article 301. Cf. Algan, B. (2008) The Brand New Version of Article 301 of 
Turkish Penal Code and the Future Freedom of Expression Cases in Turkey // 
German Law Journal, Vol. 09, No 12, p. 2239. However, later the case was taken 
to a higher court, and aggressive authorities managed to overturn the decision. 

64  Cf. Lea, R. (24 July 2006) In Istanbul, a Writer Awaits her Day in Court // The 
Guardian.  
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democratic society in Turkey and rejecting all manifestations of 

nationalism, insularity and xenophobia would never be 

understood by the Turkish authorities, particularly since this 

intolerance and aggression against free expression was firmly 

and officially documented in Article 301 of the Penal Code of 

her country. 

The controversial Article became still more infamous after it 

was applied against world-famous persons such as Orhan 

Pamuk, Turkish Nobel Laureate in Literature65, Hrant Dink, a 

Turkish journalist of Armenian descent who was murdered in 

2007, and many other well-known journalists and writers. It 

cannot be considered accidental that Orhan Pamuk described 

the infamous Article and another law regarding general national 

interests as secret guns put into the new Penal Code, 

undisplayed to the international community but “nicely kept in 

a drawer, ready for action in case they decided to hit someone in 

the head”66.  

                                                            
65  Nobel Laureate Orhan Pamuk was charged because of his open declaration of 

the fact that, “30 thousand Kurds and one million Ottoman Armenians were 
killed in Turkey.” The case was later dropped by the court after the Minister of 
Justice refused to issue a ruling in the case. Cf. Algan, B. Ibid, p. 2238.  

66  Cf. Alert: Another Publisher facing Charges under New Penal Code. (November 
2005) // IFEX (International Freedom of Expression Exchange).  
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According to Turkey’s Minister of Justice 1,189 people were 

taken before a court by the first quarter of 2007 for “violations” 

of Article 30167. Writers, journalists and publishers who shared 

justified concerns about the alarming scale of the rise of 

nationalism growing into chauvinism were increasingly charged 

with insulting Turkishness under the Article68. The reaction that 

followed these deliberate and disgraceful actions was an 

expression of alarm sounded by many people at the numerous 

charges made under the notorious Article 301. It became clear 

that Turkish writers’ personal safety and security was at stake, 

and progressive thinkers demanded that there be increased 

measures taken to bring to justice all those that threaten such 

intellectuals. 

It should be stated that the article was heavily criticised both 

in and outside Turkey69. Amnesty International claimed that 

                                                            
67  Cf. TBMM TUTANAK DERGISI, 23. Donem 2. Yasama Yili 81. Birlesim, 25 

March 2008. Cf. also Algan, B. Ibid, p. 2239. 
68  Cf. Turkey: Update on Campaign to Abolish Article 301 (2008) // Writers in 

Prison Committee Bulletin. English Pen. In 2006 Perihan Magden – a writer 
and journalist, was also prosecuted after having her article Conscientious 
Objection is a Human Right published where she openly expressed her defence 
of human rights in Turkey. (Cf. High-profile cases: Turkish writer Orhan 
Pamuk was brought to trial regarding statements about the Armenian Genocide 
(2015) // INFOGALACTIC.  

69  Cf. Davis, T. (March 2008) Modernity Must be Protected through Modern 
Means // Turkish Daily News. 
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Article 301 posed a direct threat to freedom of expression as 

enshrined in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights and in Article 10 of the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamen-

tal Freedoms70. 

Following the murder of Hrant Dink in 2007, Turkish Deputy 

Prime Minister and Foreign Affairs Minister Abdullah Gül had 

to accept that there were certain problems with Article 301, and 

changes should be made to the law71. The result was that 

Turkish authorities were urged to amend the article, because 

freedom of expression in general constitutes the core of 

democracy and is a key principle in determining a state’s eli-

gibility to join the European Union. On April 30, 2008, a series 

of changes were introduced into Article 301, including a new 

amendment which made it obligatory to get the approval of the 

Minister of Justice to file a case. This change was made to 

prevent the possibility of misusing Article 301, though Turkish 

intellectuals themselves believed that the condition of needing 

the approval of the Minister of Justice could not always be 

                                                            
70  Cf. Turkey: Article 301 Is a Threat to Freedom of Expression and Must be 

Repealed Now. (2005) //Amnesty International Public Statement.  
71  Cf. FM Gül: Changes Must be Made to Article 301. (2007) // Hürriyet.  

.
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considered a reliable guarantee, due to the political character of 

the Article72. 

Nevertheless, not much seemed to change after the amend-

ments had been introduced. In 2012, the European Court of 

Human Rights (ECtHR) decided that “the scope of the terms 

under Article 301 of the Criminal Code, as interpreted by the 

judiciary, is too wide and vague, and thus the provision consti-

tutes a continuing threat to the exercise of the right to freedom 

of expression” and that “Article 301 does not meet the ‘quality of 

law’ required by the Court’s settled case-law, since its 

unacceptably broad terms result in a lack of foreseeability as to 

its effects”73.The Court found a violation of freedom of 

expression in the investigation against Altu  Taner Akçam, a 

historian writing about the Armenian Genocide74. Concerning 

the 2008 amendments, ECtHR noted that “despite the 

replacement of the term Turkishness by the Turkish Nation, 

there seems to be no change or major difference in the interpre-
                                                            
72  Cf. Algan, B. (2008) The Brand New Version of Article 301 of Turkish Penal 

Code and the Future Freedom of Expression Cases in Turkey // German Law 
Journal, Vol. 09, No 12, p. 2251. 

73  Cf. ECtHR judgement (January 2012) // On Application No. 27520/07. 
Strasbourg . 

74 Cf. ECtHR judgement of 25/10/2012 // Article 10 of ECtHR, paragraph 92. 
Strasbourg . 
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tation of these concepts because they have been understood in 

the same manner by the Court of Cassation”75. 

As stated by B. Algan, Article 301 was and continues to be of 

paramount importance from the point of view of not only its 

juridical aspect, but also the political one. Its application can 

unavoidably undergo dramatic changes depending on the 

changes in the political atmosphere, as well as the legal and 

interpretive attitudes in the field of civil and political rights. The 

liberticidal approach underlies this legal text, and its application 

is, to a great extent, related to the understanding and interpreta-

tion of the fundamental values of human rights (including 

freedom of expression) by the sovereign powers, their state 

structures and especially by the judiciary76.  

Today, ten years after the article was amended, it is evident 

that this version has affected to very little or no extent a 

decrease in the number of charges against those who are accused 

of the breach of the Article, and this means that freedom of 

expression is not fully practiced in Turkey, i.e. the formulation 

                                                            
75 Cf. ECtHR judgement of 25/10/2012 // Article 10 of ECtHR, paragraph 93. 

Strasbourg. In Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2017) court of cassation is defined 
as the highest court of appeal especially in various European countries. 

76  Cf. Algan B. Ibid, p. 2240. 
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of Article 301 is still a failure in terms of the exercise of freedom 

of expression. 

In plainer words, the state bodies in Turkey remain 

politically partial, and their understanding of freedom of expres-

sion is not in line with that of the European Court of Human 

Rights. The solution to the problem seems to be not only a 

change to the law in general – the Article in particular – but first 

of all a change in mentality.  

The further analysis and interpretation of the Article will 

show that the 2008 amendments were only cosmetic, and thus 

the Article remains a nationalist tool in the hands of Turkish 

authorities to stifle dissent. 
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MANIPULATIVE LANGUAGE PROPERTIES 

IN ARTICLE 301  
(a comparative study of the English versions 

of 2005 and 2008) 
 

After a brief introduction to the Turkish legal system, we will 
further the main aim of the present chapter and try to unveil the 
biased and despicable language policy of Turkish legislators 
whose utmost goal was to use the power of words in favour of 
vicious Turkish interests77.  

Below are the texts of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code 
of  June 1, 2005 and of April 30, 2008. 

 
Article 301 (June 1, 200578) 

1. Public ddenigration of TTurkishness, tthe Republic or the 
Grand National Assembly of Turkey shall be punishable by 
imprisonment of between six months and three years. 

                                                            
77  Our initial attempt to study this question has been made in: Gasparyan S. (2018) 

Manipulation of Ideas in and through Language // LAW 2018: Current 
Problems  of Law and Legal Science / Eds. Boris Krivokapi , Dragan ovi , 
Ne o Dani lovi , Belgrade, ICIM Publishing, pp. 333-353. 

78  Compare the text of this version with the Turkish text of the Article: 
(1) Türklü ü, Cumhuriyeti veya Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisini alenen 
a a layan ki i, alt  aydan üç y la kadar hapis cezas  ile cezaland r l r. 
(2) Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetini, Devletin yarg  organlar n , askeri veya 
emniyet te kilat n  alenen a a layan ki i, alt  aydan iki y la kadar hapis cezas  
ile cezaland r l r. 
(3) Türklü ü a a laman n yabanc  bir ülkede, bir Türk vatanda  taraf ndan 
i lenmesi halinde, verilecek ceza üçte bir oran nda art r l r.  
(4) Ele tiri amac yla yap lan dü ünce aç klamalar  suç olu turmaz.  

 te 301'in Yeni ve Eski Hali, Hürriyet, 08.01.2008: 

denigration

denigration

crime.

Article 301 (April 30, 200879, 
by Article 1 of the Law no. 5759) 

degrades Turkish Nation State of 
the Turkish Republic
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MANIPULATIVE LANGUAGE PROPERTIES 

IN ARTICLE 301  
(a comparative study of the English versions 

of 2005 and 2008) 
 

 
 

Article 301 (June 1, 200578) 
denigration Turkishness the Republic

2. Public ddenigration of the Government of the Republic of 
Turkey, the judicial institutions of the State, the military 
or security structures shall be punishable by imprisonment 
of between six months and two years.  

3. In cases where ddenigration of Turkishness is committed by 
a Turkish citizen in another country, the punishment shall 
be increased by one third.  

4. Expressions of thought intended to criticize shall not 
constitute a ccrime. 

 (Turkey: Article 301 2006:1) 
 

Article 301 (April 30, 200879, 
by Article 1 of the Law no. 5759) 

Degrading Turkish Nation, State of Turkish 
Republic, the Organs and Institutions of the State 

1. A person who publicly ddegrades Turkish Nation, SState of 
the Turkish Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, 
the Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 
bodies of the State shall be sentenced a penalty of 
imprisonment for a term of six months to two years.  

                                                            
79   Madde 301- (De i ik: 30/4/2008-5759/1 md.):  

(1) Türk Milletini, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Devletini, Türkiye Büyük Millet 
Meclisini, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetini ve Devletin yarg  organlar n  
alenen a a layan ki i, alt  aydan iki y la kadar hapis cezas  ile cezaland r l r.  
(2) Devletin askerî veya emniyet te kilat n  alenen a a layan ki i, birinci f kra 
hükmüne göre cezaland r l r.  
(3) Ele tiri amac yla yap lan dü ünce aç klamalar  suç olu turmaz.  
(4) Bu suçtan dolay  soru turma yap lmas , Adalet Bakan n n iznine ba l d r. 

 8965, Türk Ceza Kanunu, Kabul Tarihi, 26/9/2004, Birinci Kitap, Genel 
Hükümler Birinci K s m, Temel lkeler, Tan mlar ve Uygulama Alan , Birinci 
Bölüm, Temel lkeler ve Tan mlar: 
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2. A person who publicly ddegrades the military or security 
organisations shall be sentenced according to the provision 
set out in paragraph one.  

3. The expression of an oopinion for the purpose of criticism 
does not constitute an ooffence. 

4. The conduct of an investigation into such an offence shall 
be subject to the permission of the Minister of Justice.  

(Penal Code of Turkey 2016:99) 
 

The comparative examination of language abuse in reference 
to certain linguistic units of the lexical level such as denigration 
– degrade, Turkishness –Turkish Nation, The Republic – State of 
the Turkish Republic or State of the Republic of Turkey, thought 
– opinion, crime – offence reveals the possibility of determining 
the viability of the amendments carried out in Article 301 (2008) 
as compared to Article 301 (2005). The table presented below 
makes the compared units more visible. 

 

The picture of the linguistically interesting elements  
in the two versions of Article 301. 

 

Article 301 (2005) Article 301 (2008) 
1 denigration degrade 
2 Turkishness Turkish Nation 
3 The Republic State of the Turkish Republic  
4 thought opinion 
5 crime offence 
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degrades

opinion
offence

The picture of the linguistically interesting elements  
in the two versions of Article 301. 

Article 301 (2005) Article 301 (2008)

Legally, one of the obvious improvements added in the 
version of 2008 is the final provision of the amended text: The 
conduct of an investigation into such an offence shall be subject 
to the permission of the Minister of Justice. The provision aims 
at keeping back public prosecutors from arbitrarily filing suits 
against those who criticize the government or try to open the 
dark pages in the history of Turkey. As has already been stated, 
Article 301 (2008) is similar to Article 159 in the previous 
Turkish Criminal Code (1925-2005) in requiring permission 
from the Minister of Justice. Nevertheless, unlike Article 159, 
the new provision in the 2008 version requires the permission of 
the Minister of Justice only at the commencement of the 
investigation. This means that no high level officials of the 
Ministry of Justice, other than the Minister, will be entitled to 
police the process of bringing legal proceedings against 
“undesirable citizens”. 

Furthermore, provision 3, referring to the denigration of 
Turkishness committed by a Turkish citizen in another country, 
was removed from the text of the Article. 

Another improvement observed in the 2008 version is the 
lowered limit of the maximum penalty. Hence any insult falling 
within the scope of the Article will require imprisonment from 
six months to two years. “According to Turkish Criminal Law, 
execution of an imprisonment for a conviction to two years or 
less can be postponed on the discretion of the court. Decreasing 
the maximum penalty will now make sure that any convictions 
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for violation of Article 301 will be under this two years limit and 
therefore may be postponed”80. However, the changes proved to 
be superficial, amplifying the communicative effect of some 
statements without seriously amending them. 

The 2005 version of Article 301 is first of all intended to 

protect different governmental structures from public deni-

gration – the Republic or the Grand National Assembly of Tur-

key, Government of the Republic of Turkey, the judicial insti-

tutions of the State, the military or security structures, and, what 

is more striking and most ambiguous, Turkishness.  

Before moving onto the question of why Turkishness was re-

placed by Turkish Nation in the 2008 version of Article 301 and 

to other amendments, we would like to discuss the key term 

denigration (to denigrate). Different sources81 have used 

different English translations for the Turkish word a a lama: to 

humiliate, to insult, to deride, and finally denigration in the 

initial document (i.e. Turkey: Article 301 2006:1) and degrade  

                                                            
80  Cf. Karc l o lu, K. (2008) Turkey: Article 301 of the Turkish Criminal Code 

Amended // IRIS Legal Observations of the European Audiovisual Observatory, 
May, 2008.  

81  Cf. Turkey: Article 301: How the Law on “denigrating Turkishness” is an Insult 
to Free Expression (March, 2006) // Public Document. EUR 44/003/2006; Smith, 
Th. W. (2007) Leveraging Norms: The ECtHR and Human Rights Reform in 
Turkey // Human Rights Policies and Prospects in Turkey. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, pp.262-274; Lester, A. (2007) Redefining 
Terror // Sage Journals, Vol. 36, issue 2, pp. 103-107; etc. 

.
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denigration

degrade

in the final one (i.e. Penal Code of Turkey 2016:99). The etymo-

logy of the verb to denigrate shows that it derives from the Latin 

d nigr re (to make very black, defame) from nigr re (to blacken) 

and niger (black). The semantic study of the verb shows that it 

means to speak damagingly of, to degrade the character 

82; to 

speak damagingly of, criticize in a derogatory manner, sully, 

defame, to treat or represent as lacking in value or importance, 

belittle, disparage, to make black, blacken83; to belittle or 

disparage the character, to defame, to criticize unfairly or 

insult84. The noun denigration consequently will indicate an 

action of unfairly criticizing, defaming, blackening. Legally, it is 

claimed that “denigration as forbidden conduct requires judicial 

rhetoric”; it is a discursive pattern that can be described as “the 

discourse of denigration” and is frequently used by judges and 

scholars with the purpose of injuring or disparaging85. A 

scrupulous study of the material will surely be required to prove 

or disprove denigration; particularly, when used in the word-

                                                            
82 Cf.Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English. 

(2017).  
83  Cf. Word Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American 

English. (2017).  
84  Cf. Collins Concise English Dictionary. (2017).  
85  Cf. Horwitz, P. (2014) Denigration as Forbidden Conduct and Required Judicial 

Rhetoric // Constitutional Law JOTWELL, pp.1-3.  
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combination denigration of Turkishness, the word becomes most 

ambiguous. The above-mentioned prosecutions against a num-

ber of individuals in Turkey have made it clear that this restric-

tive phrase has been created to muzzle peaceful dissenting 

opinion and poses a direct threat to the fundamental right to 

freedom of expression. If people who speak of the Armenian 

Genocide are imprisoned under the Article 301 provision of 

denigration of Turkishness, the Republic or the Grand National 

Assembly of Turkey, they would surely have to be considered 

prisoners of conscience. 

Trying to demarcate denigration from expressions of opinion 

intended to criticize (which does not constitute a crime), the 

drafters of the 2008 version manipulated the wording of 

paragraphs (1) and (2) by replacing denigration with degrades: 

 

1. A person who publicly ddegrades Turkish Nation, State of 

the Turkish Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, 

the Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 

bodies of the State […]  

2. A person who publicly ddegrades the military or security 

organisations […] 
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degrades

degrades

However, this amendment did not produce any semantic 

change to the content of the provision, apart from reducing the 

rhetorical effect, the stylistic charge and the inherent connota-

tive colouring the “crime” of denigration contains. The verb 

degrade is a synonym to denigrate86 and is generally explained as 

to lower in grade, rank, status; to lower to an inferior or less 

effective level; to scale down in desirability; to bring to low 

esteem87 . 

From a pragmatic perspective, both of the texts of Article 301 

present a case of legal discourse aiming to put a new law into 

action. Since these documents confirm the relations of power 

and dominance in the society, it would be quite advantageous 

for our study to analyse them also from the perspective of 

Critical Discourse Analysis.  

The text of Article 301 (2005) comprises four paragraphs each 

of which is represented by a declarative utterance. From a 

pragmatic viewpoint these utterances function as statements, 

aimed at legitimating the attitude of the Turkish government 

towards certain problems that concern some unwelcome social 

action – unfairly done public criticism, in this particular case – 

                                                            
86  Cf. Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English. 

(2017).  
87 Cf. Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2017). 
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denigration. The perlocutionary effect of these utterances 

consists in prohibiting somebody to criticize the structures that 

represent statehood, supreme authority and have political 

dominance in Turkey: the Republic or the Grand National 

Assembly of Turkey.  Actually, this perlocutionary effect is more 

explicit in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), while in paragraph (4) the 

effect is reduced by ambiguous and clouded wording: 

expressions of thought intended to criticize. No doubt, in this  

paragraph cases of indirect criticism, where the negative attitude 

towards the official power and statehood is expressed through 

play of words, implications and implicatures are taken into 

account. Truly, it will be difficult to define the demarcation line 

between one’s “intention to criticize” and the “actual act of 

criticizing”. Hence, by including this statement, the legislators 

created a covert “linguistic space” for subjective interpretation of 

language data: it’s one thing to say and perform the 

perlocutionary act of criticising, it’s another thing to have a plan 

in one’s mind, to mean to do it. As it is, any thought expressed 

publicly can be interpreted either as a case of direct criticism, or 

as simply an intention to criticize. This manipulative language 

strategy, as we can guess, enabled the authorities to impose 
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punishment on some undesirable opponents while forgiving 

other, probably less undesirable, ones88. 

The text of the 2008 version of Article 301 also comprises 

four paragraphs, each of which is represented by a declarative 

utterance. The pragmatic consideration shows that these utte-

rances, like the ones in the previous version, should be adequate 

in the genre of official legal documents and function as state-

ments devoid of any emotive charge or double interpretation. In 

fact, they should be expressions of truth concerning the state 

policy. However, the analysis comes to prove that the structural 

pattern of the statements (1) and (2) used in this version has 

changed, thus leading to some kind of implicit pragmatic 

transposition of the speech acts. The simple extended sentences 

used in Article 301 (2005) are replaced by complex sentences 

with restrictive relative clauses in the amended version. What 

has changed? In fact, in the restrictive relative clauses the doer 

of the action, though indefinitely, is indicated: A person who 

                                                            
88  In 2006 five journalists were charged with insulting the judicial institutions of 

the State; they had criticized a court order to shut down a conference on the 
Ottoman Armenian casualties in the Ottoman Empire during WWI. The 
charges potentially presupposed up to a 10-year term of imprisonment. As the 
statute of limitation had run out, exceeded, the charges against four of them 
were dropped by the court on April 11, 2006, while the fifth, Murat Belge, was 
acquitted only on June 8, 2006. Cf. Murat Belge, a Renowned Turkish 
Academic, Leaving Turkey as ‘Scholar at Risk’ // SCF, February 15, 2018. 
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[…]. Furthermore, since the principal clause is in the passive 

voice, the doer of the action mechanically becomes the bearer of 

the action: shall be sentenced. It is quite clear that the 

aforementioned action has a certain negative effect and inflicts a 

perspective of punishment on the doer of the undesirable action. 

The verb in the restrictive relative clause names the undesirable 

action (publicly degrades) on the part of the doer who will be 

punished for that.  

As can be seen, statements (1) and (2) undoubtedly satisfy the 

following felicity conditions of directive speech acts:  

 propositional content condition: future act of the hearer;  

 preparatory condition: the speaker believes the hearer is 

able to take action; the speaker has authority over the 

hearer; 

 sincerity condition: the speaker wants the hearer not to 

act; 

 essential  condition: an attempt to get the hearer to abstain 

from doing something.  

Thus, despite being assertives, statements (1) and (2) conform 

to the felicity conditions of directives. Moreover, these speech 

Do not

or you 
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acts show world-to-words fit like other directives, contrary to 

assertives that show words-to-world fit89.  

These considerations may bring statements (1) and (2) close 

to an indirect warning, such as:  

 

Do not publicly degrade Turkish Nation, State of the Turkish 

Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, the 

Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 

bodies of the State, oor you shall be sentenced a penalty of 

imprisonment for a term of six months to two years.  

 

These statements can also be interpreted as indirect threat 

where the main clause names the harmful action while the if-

clause bears the implicature of some probable undesirable future 

action on the part of the doer (that will harm the doer), for 

example:  

                                                            
89  The term direction of fit is used in philosophy, describing the relation between 

interrelated opposing concepts. It was used by J. Searle when creating his 
taxonomy of speech acts. In the world-to-words fit, e.g. command, order, 
warning, the world must change to match the propositional content of the 
utterance. The word-to-world direction of fit indicates that the propositional 
content of the utterance corresponds to the state of things in the world, e.g. 
asserting, stating. Cf. Searle J. R. (1979) A Taxonomy of Speech Acts // Searle J. 
R., Expression and Meaning: Studies in the Theory of Speech Acts. CUP, 
Cambridge, pp. 1-19. 
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If you publicly degrade Turkish Nation, State of the Turkish 

Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, the 

Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 

bodies of the State, yyou shall be sentenced a penalty of 

imprisonment for a term of six months to two years.  

 

This kind of pragmatic transposition of the illocutionary act 

can be called manipulative since not only the indication of 

illocutionary force is changed from direct to indirect, but also 

the actual force of the speech act is veiled and becomes 

ambiguous. As for the perlocutionary effect of the speech acts, 

we can state that the speech acts in the 2008 version have a 

similar effect, that of prohibition, which has become more 

pronounced. As can be seen, by changing the structure of the 

sentences and the wording of the document, its authors have 

made it more expressive and categorical. Meanwhile, the 

pragmatic organization of the document has become more 

practical, making the realization of power more effective. 

Therefore, we can conclude that in the version of 2008 mani-

pulation of language is observed which serves the purpose of 

reinforcing power through language use. 

Turkishness
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If you

you

Paragraph (3) presents the same statement as in the version of 

2005, with some reformulation which, however, is manipulative. 

If we try to consider the reason why the expression intended to 

criticize is substituted for for the purpose of criticism, we come 

to the conclusion that intended action or intention is what one 

wants to do, while purpose is one’s reason for doing something. 

The reworded version means that when a person expresses 

his/her personal evaluation (“opinion”) of certain phenomena 

with the aim of criticizing, this kind of action is not punishable. 

Unlike thought which is closer to conscious mental actions, 

opinion, as we know, is what one thinks or feels about 

something, i.e. his/her personal viewpoint or attitude towards 

something. Opinion, we might say, is a more subjective 

expression of one’s mind, and therefore, we can conclude that in 

this paragraph the legislators have retained the covert “linguistic 

space” for subjective interpretation of language data, which 

existed in the 2005 version.  

We shall now try to examine the controversy and semantic 

ambiguity that derives from the term Turkishness90 along with 

                                                            
90  Turkishness is rendered in the OSCE (Organization for Security and Coope-

ration in Europe) translation as being a Turk. Cf. OSCE Representative on 
Freedom of the Media – Review of the Turkish Penal Code. (2005) // 
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. Vienna, p. 10.  
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some judicial interpretations of the word. The drafters of the 

first version explain their preference for the term Turkishness 

over Turkish nation in the second version of the Article by the 

possible indication in the term of a common entity sharing a 

common culture, peculiar to the Turks in and outside Turkey, 

while the attributive combination Turkish nation narrows the 

meaning of the term without directly mentioning the 

participants of the same culture91. This argument is the direct 

reflection of the ideal of pan-Turkism and demonstrates the 

attachment the founders of modern Turkey had to it. Moreover, 

it maintains the values adopted by Atatürk a century earlier, 

adhered to up until today “but gives little indication, if any, on 

how and under which circumstances the article could be 

applied”92. It is evident that the manipulation of the term 

Turkishness leads to the impossibility of its interpretation: 

neither Turkishness, nor its constituent elements, can be clearly 

defined. Without a transparent definition, it is not easy to decide 

who will be considered as denigrating it. This means the whole 

politically incorrect phrase is a serious blow to the right of 
                                                            
91  Cf. Algan, B. (2008) The Brand New Version of Article 301 of Turkish Penal 

Code and the Future Freedom of Expression Cases in Turkey // German Law 
Journal, Vol. 09, No 12, p. 2242. 

92  Cf. Tamvaki, E. (2009) A Law and Literature Approach to Oppression of 
Identity in Turkey, p. 24.  

.
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Turkish nation 

.

freedom of expression and a serious violation of it. The above-

mentioned court cases and prosecutions show that the Turkish 

authorities intended to use and did use Turkishness based on 

race and religion against dissenting opinion, against people who 

tried to find the historical truth about Turkey. Conceptually, the 

replaced term Turkishness (or being a Turk) emphasizes 

nationality conditioned by race, religion, language, culture, aims 

and purposes. In the same way, in the new phrase Turkish 

nation the word nation indicates people, tribe, kin in a group or 

collective of people with such common characteristics as 

language, tradition, customs, habits and ethnicity. It is a 

cultural-political community that has become conscious of its 

autonomy, unity, and particular interests. By comparison, a 

nation is more impersonal, abstract, and overtly political than 

an ethnic group93.  

Thus, it follows that Turkishness and Turkish nation have the 

same semantic meaning and content and do not represent 

                                                            
93  Cf. James, P. (1996) Nation Formation: Towards a Theory of Abstract 

Community. London: Sage; Hroch M. (1996) Nationalism and National 
Movements: Comparing the Past and the Present of Central and Eastern Europe 
// Nations and Nationalism, N 2 (1), pp. 35-44: 
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different distinct notions94, and although the drafters claimed 

that Turkishness is abstract and its replacement with the 

concrete wording Turkish nation would broaden the frontiers of 

freedom of expression95, it actually did not. 

Speaking about the notion of Turkishness from the pers-

pective of pragmatics and Critical Discourse Analysis, it should 

be stated that the interpretation of this cultural construct is 

based on the presuppositional pool of the hearer or reader, their 

background knowledge. This kind of knowledge is specifically 

culture-based and abstract. Hence, it is hard for a foreigner or 

outsider to define which ideas that evaluate the historical events 

or facts, public figures, cultural values and so on negatively 

should be considered as denigrating Turkishness. Naturally, the 

use of this linguistic element leaves a broad space for restrictions 

and taboos in public-oriented speech.  

The act of increasing the terms of the punishment in pa-

ragraph (3) also has to do with the political situation, since a 

large number of Turkish citizens have emigrated to different 

parts of the world. Many of them have a negative attitude to 

                                                            
94  Cf. Tamvaki, E. (2009) A Law and Literature Approach to Oppression of 

Identity in Turkey, p. 26.  
95  Cf. CGK, E. 1998-9/70, K. 1998/156, Judgement of 5 May 1998. Cf. also Algan, 

B. Ibid, p. 2242. 

the Republic

State of the Turkish Republic /State of the Republic of Turkey
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,

Turkey and its policy and, therefore, express oppositional ideas 

abroad. The reason for the punishment leveled upon them is 

worded by Turkishness which, as we stated above, is a vague 

idea for most Europeans and Americans. This means that the 

Turkish government can claim any idea expressed by its citizens 

in another country as denigration of Turkishness and prosecute 

them for their ideas, viewpoints which may prove to be unfa-

vourable to the official circles of Turkey. Thus, it is not difficult 

to see that this statement clearly breaks human rights for speech, 

for the expression of one’s opinion in public.  

Again, pretending to broaden the frontiers of freedom of 

expression96, the drafters amended the term the Republic into 

State of the Turkish Republic /State of the Republic of Turkey. 

According to the Word Reference Random House Unabridged 

Dictionary of American English97, a republic is a state in which 

the supreme power rests in the body of citizens entitled to vote 

and is exercised by representatives chosen directly or indirectly 

by them. The same dictionary defines a state as a politically 

unified people occupying a definite territory. According to the 

                                                            
96  Cf. CGK, E. 1998-9/70, K. 1998/156, judgement of 5 May 1998.  
97  Word Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American English. 

(2017). 
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Word Reference English Thesaurus98 the two terms are 

synonymous (republic = state, democratic state). Similarly, one 

of the decisions of the Turkish Supreme Court of Appeals says, 

“What is meant by the term Republic is the State of the Republic 

of Turkey”99. Thus, the words republic and state, as far as the 

character of these notions is concerned, are the same. The 

change just clarifies the wording but contextually cannot be 

justified. The abuse underlies the false notion that the concrete 

expression State of the Turkish Republic contributes to the 

expression of freedom, while the Republic, due to its abstract 

character, does not. As the Amnesty International report 

highlights, “Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code has long been 

one of the most problematic articles as far as freedom of 

expression is concerned. Up until 2008, the Article criminalized 

denigrating Turkishness. Reforms replaced denigrating Turki-

shness with degrading the Turkish nation, the State of the Repu-

blic of Turkey, the Turkish Parliament (TBMM 100), the govern-

ment of the Republic of Turkey and the legal institutions of the 

state and put in the additional requirement of the authorisation 

                                                            
98  Cf. Word Reference English Thesaurus. (2017).  
99  Cf. Algan, B. Ibid., p. 2242.  
100 TBMM stands for the Grand National Assembly of Turkey (Türkiye Büyük 

Millet Meclisi). 

thought

opinion
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of the Minister of Justice before prosecutors could initiate 

proceedings. Neither of these ostensible safeguards has been 

sufficient for the ECtHR to find the article compatible with the 

right to the freedom of expression as protected in the European 

Convention on Human Rights”101. 

Provision (4) of the initial version (Expressions of tthought 

intended to criticize shall not constitute a crime) and provision 

(3) of the final version (The expression of an oopinion for the 

purpose of criticism does not constitute an offence) attempt to 

emphasize freedom of expression but give rise to controversial 

issues as to which ideas and discourses could be considered 

criticism (not punishable), and which degrading (punishable). 

Intentionally, no explanation is given to this, although it is clear 

enough that uncovering the truth about the Armenian Genocide 

should not be considered a punishable crime. However, it is not 

difficult to guess that the Turkish authorities are inclined to 

estimate any attempt to unveil the dark corners of Turkish 

history as degrading the Turkish nation and the government and 

                                                            
101  Cf. Turkey: Decriminalize Dissent. Time to Deliver on the Right to Freedom of 

Expression. (2013) // Amnesty International. London: Amnesty International 
Publications.  
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aim to terminate free expression of dissenting opinion, for they 

tend to satisfy their political interests102.  

As to the linguistic part of the study of the word pair thought 

(in the initial version) and opinion (in the final version), it is 

evident that we again deal with a case of the manipulative 

choice of the term, namely – opinion. Our research reveals that 

the uncountable noun thought is generally explained as:  

 the product of mental activity; 

 the intellectual activity or the ideas, opinions of a 

particular place, class or time; 

 a single act or product of thinking; 

 the act or process of thinking; mental activity, reflection; 

 intention, design or purpose; 

 consideration, attention, care or regard 103. 

As a countable noun thought has only one meaning – idea or 

notion 104. 

All the definitions adduced above and the respective 

synonymous ways of expressing the idea of thought – thinking 

(perceiving, reasoning, contemplating, apprehending, brain-
                                                            
102  Cf. Tamvaki, E. (2009) A Law and Literature Approach to Oppression of 

Identity in Turkey, p. 24.  
103  Cf.Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English. 

(2017). 
104  Cf. Ibid. 

. 
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.

thought 

 opinion

work, logical process, rationalizing, etc.)105 are indicative of a 

result of a mental activity that can be considered more or less 

fixed, determined, grounded, reasonable and thus objective to a 

greater extent. Moreover, the etymology of the word shows that 

the Old English þ ht and Middle English tho t cognate with the 

Dutch gedachte which is akin to thinking and cognition as 

rational mental activities106. 

The countable noun opinion has many definitions but it is 

mainly explained as: 

 a belief or judgement based on information that cannot be 

certain about, that rests on grounds insufficient to produce 

complete certainty; 

 a belief or judgement that falls short of absolute 

conviction, certainty or positive knowledge; 

 a personal view or belief, attitude or appraisal; 

 judgement or belief not founded on certainty or proof; 

 the formal expression of a professional judgement; 

 the formal statement by a judge or a court of the principles 

used in reaching a decision in a case; 

                                                            
105  Cf. Ibid. 
106  Cf. Ibid. 
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 a judgement or estimate of a person or thing with respect 

to character, merit, etc.; 

 a favourable estimate 107 

The first four definitions and the respective synonymous 

terms to opinion (persuasion, idea, impression and sentiment) 

back the approach that opinion is based on feeling and emotion 

rather than reasoning, that it is a point open to question and, 

consequently, it is more subjective than objective. This is 

evidently not the case with thought.  

Thus, it is clear that the semantic choice and preference for 

the term opinion over thought may seem to be conditioned by 

the fact that the lawmakers’ efforts aim to present emotional and 

sentimental expressions of ideas about the Armenian Genocide 

as subjective, unreasoned criticism and as such not punishable 

legally. 

The analysis of the word-pair crime (in the 2005 version) and 

offence (in the 2008 version) shows that the change can most 

probably be conditioned by the same reason as in the case of the 

word-pair thought and opinion, i.e. if an expression of the 

opinion about the Armenian Genocide is decriminalized, then it 

                                                            
107  Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English 

(2017). 

. 

.
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crime 

offence

is not a crime and the choice of a semantically and stylistically 

more neutral term can be thus justified. The analysis of the term 

crime shows that it is a serious breaking or violation of a public 

law; an action or an instance of negligence that is deemed 

injurious to the public welfare or morals or to the interests of 

the state; an act of serious wrongdoing considered harmful to 

the public good and legally prohibited108. Acts of crime are 

prohibited, those performing criminal activity and those 

engaged in it will be punished by law. Offence is milder in the 

sense that it just indicates not very seriously unlawful acts in 

general but a violation or breaking of a social or moral rule, 

transgression, misdemeanour, something that offends or 

displeases109. Therefore, provision (3) in the final version of 

Article 301, complemented by provision (4), can be interpreted 

as follows: expressions of personal, sentimental and subjective 

opinions about the Armenian Genocide intending to criticize it 

are not considered a crime, and thus are not punishable. In cer-

tain cases investigations can be conducted with the permission 

of the Minister of Justice. 

                                                            
108  Cf. Ibid. 
109  Cf. Ibid. 
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With reference to the Armenian Genocide, Armenian 

scholars tend to believe that the impact of the amendments of 

Article 301 (2008) will be positive in the sense that more and 

more Turkish intellectuals will publicly speak about the Geno-

cide. This will create prerequisites for the mentioned historical 

event, taboo for a long time, to be spoken openly about, thus, in 

its turn, changing the history of Turkey and demonstrating that 

Atatürk and the Kemalists have been directly linked to the hor-

rendous events of the Armenian Genocide. As a result, the 

ethnic and religious groups in Turkey will have more possi-

bilities of free expression110. 

This belief sounds quite optimistic though still rather far from 

reality. 

 
  

                                                            
110  Cf. Gabrielyan, H. (2008) On the Amendments of Turkish Penal Code Article 

301 // Noravank Foundation. [in Armenian]. 

CONCLUSION 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The investigation of the legal domain at large and its political 

implications shows that language is a very important tool in the 

realization of legal processes aimed at serving the regulation of 

social behaviour. The performance of legal services should 

necessarily be based not only on skills for resolving disputable 

questions and controversies but also professional knowledge to 

prevent eventual cases. Competence in language use, whether in 

oral or written speech, plays an indispensable role in these 

processes. The language (in our case the English language) is 

characterized by a precise set of linguistic properties applied to 

this or that type of legal document and bearing witness to the 

standardization of language use. The appropriate understanding 

and interpretation of grammatical, lexical, stylistic and graphitic 

components, in fact, demonstrate the strict and organized nature 

of the system of legal language. The prevalence of complex, 

detailed and long sentences with expressions often doubled and 

tripled by the use of synonyms or semantically close elements is 

encountered in legal documents. Not infrequently, the use of 

structure filling lexical units, particularly pronouns and verbs 

add to the cohesion of the text. The use of the passive voice 

enhances the idea of the absence of a human agent’s influence. 
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The investigation shows that politics tends to comprehend 

and interpret law as a means through which to fulfil certain 

political interests and achieve certain political goals, as in the 

case of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code. This means that 

the law prevents a political solution to a problem and serves as 

an obstacle on the way to justice, while politics effectuates the 

solutions at the expense of law.  However, the rule of the 

independence of law requires that neither law-makers, nor those 

who apply it, can be guided by the principle of their political 

preferences when judging opponents. Differentiation of them 

can by no means be based on the radical opposition of friends vs 

enemies, for this is sure to lead to strict separation of “ours” and 

“yours”111 in public.  

When politics prevails over law, legal documents tend to 

resort to a manipulation of language in order to meet unjust po-

litical needs, to be in the best interests of the dominating group 

over the interests of the one dominated. Linguistic manipulation 

does not reveal its viewpoints about the distortion of reality or 

injustice, and its efficiency depends on concealing the truth. 

Respectively, the revelation of manipulative linguistic means 

and tools will eventually help to avoid incurrect interpretation 

                                                            
111  Cf. Cerar M. (2009) The Relationship between Law and Politics //Annual 

Survey of International & Comparative Law: Vol. 15, Iss. 1, Article 3.  
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of legal documents, demagogy, unjust court decisions and even 

aggression and violence.  

It is beyond suspicion that manipulative tactics have been 

widely applied to Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code. As far 

as the right to freedom of expression is concerned, the changes 

introduced in the amended version of the article are absolutely 

inadequate to meet the requirements of the Court’s settled case-

law. Notwithstanding the skillful efforts of the Turkish judicial 

branch to interpret Article 301 in favour of the public and 

society, those changes seem to have only been meant to throw 

dust in the eyes of the European Union and veil the law-makers’ 

actual intention of keeping free human thought in check. The 

use of unacceptably broad and vague words leaves room for 

ambiguity and double standards. The strategic enforcement of 

manipulation of one of the basic human rights in and through 

language in both versions of Article 301 is quite obvious. As a 

result of this the provision continues to be a real threat to the 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression. It is not by chance 

that the Court of Cassation112 understands those changed 

elements in exactly the same manner as the latter were 

interpreted in the 2005 version of the article113. 

                                                            
112  In Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2017) court of cassation is defined as the 

highest court of appeal especially in various European countries.  
113  Cf. ECtHR judgement of 25/10/2012, paragraph 92. Strasbourg. 
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Interesting is the fact, that among the members of the United 

Nations, practically no other country finds it appropriate to 

maintain legislation equivalent to Article 301; does this reveal 

that the national identity as constructed within the Republic of 

Turkey is impregnated with unsustainable anomalies? If so, 

action to extricate such a broad state-sponsored derogation is 

imperative. 
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Chicago: University of Chicago Press; Sahakyan, L. (2012) The Problem of 
Metaphoric Displacement in the Process of Term Formation (with special 
reference to English legal terms). PhD Synopsis. Yerevan: YSU (in Armenian), 
etc.:   
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 conspirationem,   conspiracie (14-  . 

), incitement –  incitamentum (  15-  .), 

tribunal –  , tribunal (  15-  .), 

treaty –  tractatus,   traitié, -

 treté (  14-  .), suppress –  sup-

pressus (  14-  .), deposit –  depositum,  

  deponere –  (  17-  .)  ,  -

    : 

      

       -

,      -

 : 

,    XIV-

    procès-verbal -

,        

  ,   

      

 « »- :    

    

      :   

  ,    
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      -

 ,   -   

 ,     -

 ,     -

      -

 Secretary General (  ): -

   ,    -

     

 :  

      , 

         

  ,  

        

:      -

     -

  :  -

     :  

 provision, paragraph, article ( ), confirm, ratify 

( )  :      -

 ,  ,    

 ,      
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       -

:  article ( )   -

     « -

     ,   

 »14,  paragraph ( , -

)    «   -

,         

 »15: Paragraphing-  ( -

 )  (  -

)   :    -

      

     -

: Provision (  , )  -

  «      -

»16: 

Confirm ( )  ratify ( )  

  ,   -

 confirm    -

 . «      
                                                            
14   Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English. (2005) Oxford: 

OUP, p. 72: 
15    ,  1099: 
16    ,  1215: 
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 ,   , -   -

»17:  ratify    

 ,    «  -

      -

 »18:     

    -

   :    , 

     -

     ,  -

       -

,       -

    : -

    -

,      , 

    :  

  application or fulfillment (   -

)   : 

,  ,   -

      -

:  , ,   

                                                            
17    ,  318: 
18    ,  1251: 
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    -

     -

  :  public offi-

cials or private individuals (    

); in whole or in part (   ), in time of 

peace or in time of war (    -

): 

     , 

      -

,     -

  :   -

 ,     

      

     : , -

     -

,   hereinafter ( ), thereof 

( ), thereafter (-):   ,    

 thereafter     -

  :  19  

     «  ,  
                                                            
19   Kouyoumdjian, M. (1981) A Comprehensive Dictionary: English-

Armenian. Beitut-Lebanon: D. Doniguian & Fils, p. 1272: 
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  ,  »:   ,    

     ,  

  ( ,   )  

       

 :   -

      : 

     

     (present – 

, to depose –    ):    -

    , -

,     ,   

      -

  :    

     -

:  

    -

    , -

    ,   -

,  , ,  , -

  ,    

     : -
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  (argot)    

   ,   

      -

  :    

   -

    -

     -

  20: 

     , -

 ,      

:   `  

    

     -

,    

:   -

      -

       

     

: ,  provision  -

    «  

                                                            
20  Mellinkoff, D. (1963) The Language of the Law. Little: Brown, p. 17: 
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     -

,     

    » -

,      

  «    -

   ,     

 »21,     

     -

 «     »22 

     « , »: 

  instrument ( , -

)       -

  «   ,    

  ,   ( -

, ,  )   -

     -

»:      -

                                                            
21   Word Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American 

English (2019): 
22   Hornby A. S. (2005) Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current 

English. Oxford: OUP, p. 1215: 

«
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  « ,     -

     -

» (FDF):    

         

«    » 

23
 (FDF): 

   resolu-

tion, law, ratification, provision, jurisdiction, legislation, punish-

ment, crime, aim, humanity, co-operation, peace, war, cons-

piracy, prevention, suppression, accession, revision  

    -

      -

:    -

      -

 :  ,  -

     

     

,     : 

       

 ,      -

   :  

                                                            
23   Free Dictionary of Farlex: 
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, , give effect to the provision of the present 

Convention; consider appropriate for the prevention and sup-

pression of acts; the declaration made by the General Assembly of 

the United Nations in its resolution; direct and public incitement to 

commit genocide; relating to the interpretation, application or 

fulfillment of the present Convention  :  

    

     -

  ,   

     -

      -

     

   ,  : 

      

   , -

     ,   

   -

:    
 

 The present Convention shall be ratified, and the 

instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
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 Genocide and the other acts enumerated in article III shall 

not be considered as political crimes for the purpose of 

extradition. 

 The present Convention may be acceded to on behalf of 

any Member of the United Nations. 

 

   ,    -

 , , , 

  :    

   .  

 

 Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts 

enumerated in article III shall be tried by a competent 

tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was 

committed. 

 An invitation to sign has been addressed by the General 

Assembly. 

 A request for the revision of the present Convention may 

be made at any time by any Contracting Party. 
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  (  shall  may) 

    -

   :  -

, ,       

,    ,  

     -

,     -

: May  , ,  

      

,      

    . 

 

 Any Contracting Party mmay call upon the competent 

organs of the United Nations. 

      

    

: 

 

Shall     

       -

  ,   , 

shall be tried

 

shall not be considered
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may

 

, ,  :  

Webster’s New World Dictionary    

  shall   -

   ,   

     -

   . 

 

 Persons charged with genocide … sshall be tried by a 

competent tribunal of the State. 

 ,    -

  ,     

 : 

 Acts enumerated in article III sshall not be considered as 

political crimes. 

     

    -

: 

 

    -

 ,    shall  

   ,      

 , , , -
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  :   -

     may -

  shall-      

  , -    

  `   

 :  

     

   : .   

.       

  -

.       -

,      

    : 

      -

     
24:     

    -

      

    :  

                                                            
24   Crystal, D. and Davy, D. (1969) Investigating English Style. NY: Longman, 

p. 194: 
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    -

    ,  

  :    

    -

,      

 :   ,    -

 ,    -

     -

 :     -

      -

 ,   

   ,     : 

      -

      

 :   ,  -

     

     -

:  

  ,      -

  ,    

      

:     -
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      -

     

:        

   ,   

       -
25:      

 :     

    ,   

      

,      

    :  

       -

 XIII- ,     -

 procès-verbal     

   :  

   (*)   -

   :    

   ,    

      -

 « »  :  

                                                            
25   Crystal, D. and Davy, D. (1969) Investigating English Style. NY: Longman, 

p. 189: 
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   ,   -

 :       

       

,    -

  :    -

        

  :  

 

 CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNIS-

HMENT OF THE CRIME OF GENOCIDE 

  -

    

 

 

      -

 ,    -

      -

    :  

       -

  :  
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 HAVING CONSIDERED the declaration ... 

 RECOGNIZING that at all periods ... 

 BEING CONVINCED that ... 

 

     -

  ,       -

     -

.  

 

  ,  ... 

 ,    ... 

  ,  ... 

 

       

   (United 

Nations –   , General 

Assembly –  , International Court of Jus-

tice –  ),  -

 (Secretary General –  ), -

   (Convention – , 

Constitutions – , Charter – -

) :    
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     :  

    -

     ,  

  :   -

   -

     , 

       

     -

    -

  :  -

     -

    -

      -

:     -

   , , : 

, ,   , , 

     -

        

    -

,  , -   -

    : -
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   . 

 

 HEREBY AGREE AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED: 

 The following acts shall be punishable: 

(a) Genocide;  

(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide; 

(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide; 

 a national, ethnical, racial or religious group 

 

    

      ,  -

   ,   -

 ,     -

     

  :  

   ,  -

     -

 ,   , -

,    -

    :  
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  :     

  ,    

   , -

      

    ,    

 :    -

   ,    

     -

,          -

   :  

     

,      

   ,   -

       

   : -

,      -

     

  ,   -

 ,     -

 ,        -

-  ,   -

      : 
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     -

      -

 :     ,    

     

      -

     

 :    -

    -

      -

      

      -

     

  :    

     -

      ,  

  :  

,       

   -

,       

: 
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     -

    -

    :  Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English  

 « -    -    

      -

     -

»26:      -

     , -

      -

  ,     , 

    :  

    -

     ,  

      -

       

       -

                                                            
26   Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English (1980) Oxford: 

OUP, p. 517: 
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   ,   -

     

  ,     

    -

   27:   -

   , « -

   »,  -

,     ,  

 :    -

    -

,       
28:   

. .     

   . 

 

  -     (    

,      

  ), 

                                                            
27   Braiker, H. B. (2004) Who is Pulling Your Strings? How to Break the Cycle 

of Manipulation? NY: McGraw-Hill: 
28   van Dijk, T. A. (2006) Discourse and Manipulation // Discourse and 

Society, 17/2, p. 360: 
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  (     -   

 ),  

  (   -

     -

),  

  (   ),  

     

 (    

    -

    ,    

 ,       

    ), 

   (   -

      ), 

  (     ,   

   ), 

    ( ,  -

   , -

      -

), 

   ( ,   

,    -
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  ,     

    )29: 

 

 ,      

,      

  :   -

     

       -

,       

      30:  

,    -

        

     ,  , 

      

  :  -

    , , 

    : -

,     -

                                                            
29    Simon, G. K. (1996) In Sheep's Clothing: Understanding and Dealing with 

Manipulative People. Michigan: Parkhurst Brothers Publishers Inc: 
30    Van Dijk, T. A. (2006) Discourse and manipulation // Discourse and 

Society, 17 (2), p. 360: 
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,   , -

  ,  

    , 

,   ,  

     -
31:  

    -

    ,     

     

      -

  32:  -

       -

  ,   -

      

,  ,   

                                                            
31  ,        

 ,  , , , -
, , :   -

        -
  ,      

:  
32   Dotsenko, E. (1997) Psychology of Manipulation: Phenomena, 

Mechanisms and Protection. Moscow: CheRo Publisher State University: 
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   ,  -

     33: ,  

, «      

     »34:  

    -

      

       

 ,    

 ,   -   -

 :    -

   -

       

  :     -

  ,     -

   (  -

                                                            
33   Grischechko, O. (2013) Communicative Effect Achieved through Speech 

Acts of Manipulation // IJCRSEE, 1 (2), p. 2:  
34  .   ,      

     ,     
  :  Fairclough N. (1994) Manipulation // 

Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. Kidlington: Pergamon Press, p. 2360:  
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,     ), 

,    -

  , -

      -

     -

:  ,     -

     -

        

: 

      

   ,  , -

   ,   

  35,      

   ,  -

     : 

     -

       -

,  ,       

    -

                                                            
35   Akopova, A. (2013) Linguistic Manipulation: Definition and Types // 

IJCRSEE, 1 (2), p. 3: 
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   ,    -   

   ,  -

      -

,     , 

      -

 :  

   -

 ,   ,    -

   , , -

      

    

,    ,   -

    ,  

      -

     -

   ,    

     -

      

,   36: -

                                                            
36  Van Dijk, T. A. (2006) Discourse and Manipulation // Discourse and 

Society, 17/2, p. 376: 
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, ,     -

    -

      -

  :  
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        -

        

   ,  ,  

 , , -

,   ,  -

    37:   

     ,   

         

    ,  

   ,  -

      -

 : 

      

     

                                                            
37   Danciu, V. (2014) Manipulative Marketing: Persuasion and Manipulation 

of the Customer through Advertising // Theoretical and Applied Economics, 2 
(591), p. 25: 
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   (  )  
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38:       
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,   ),   
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  ,   -

,  ,    

)39: 

    -

 ,    -
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  (    ) 

                                                            
38   Linguistic Persuasion (2017) // Wikibooks:  
39   Tarasov, E. (1990) Linguistic Manipulation: Methodology and Theory. 

Moscow: MSU Press, p. 123:  
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    -
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40   Richard, P. and Elder, L. (2004) The Thinker’s Guide to Fallacies: The Art 

of Mental Trickery and Manipulation // Foundation for Critical Thinking, pp. 4-5:  
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41   Pieper, J. (1992) Abuse of Language. Abuse of Power. San Francisco: 

Ignatius Press: 
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Orwell, G. (2006) Politics and the English Language. Peter borough: Broadview 
Press: 
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  ,      
:  van Dijk T. A. (2006) Discourse and Manipulation // 

Discourse and Society, 17/2, p. 376).   Khudhayir, S. (2013) 
Manipulation of Meaning in Political Discourse // Research Gate, p. 4:  
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44   Johnstone B. (2002) Discourse Analysis. Oxford: Blackwell ublishing: 
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45   Berariu, E. C. and Peterlicean, A. (2016) The Power of Language in 

Political Discourse // Multicultural Representations. Literature and Discourse as 
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Influence. Moscow: MSU Press:  
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48    Khudhayir, S. (2013) Manipulation of Meaning in Political 

Discourse // Research Gate, p. 4:  
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   301  

   

(2005 .  2008 .    
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    -

       -

       -

     -

,       

     74: 

      301 

 2005 .  1-   2008 .  30-  -

  .  

 

Article 301 (June 1, 2005) 

1. Public ddenigration of TTurkishness, tthe Republic or the 

Grand National Assembly of Turkey shall be punishable by 

imprisonment of between six months and three years.  

                                                            
74         -

. Gasparyan S. (2018) Manipulation of Ideas in and through Language // 
LAW 2018: Current Problems  of Law and Legal Science / Eds. Boris 
Krivokapi , Dragan ovi , Ne o Dani lovi , Belgrade, ICIM Publishing, pp. 
333-353. 

denigration

denigration

crime

Article 301 (April 30, 2008) by Article 1 of the Law no. 5759) 

degrades Turkish Nation State of 

the Turkish Republic
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   301  

   

(2005 .  2008 .    

 ) 

 

Article 301 (June 1, 2005) 

denigration Turkishness the Republic

2. Public ddenigration of the Government of the Republic of 

Turkey, the judicial institutions of the State, the military or 

security structures shall be punishable by imprisonment of 

between six months and two years.  

3. In cases where ddenigration of Turkishness is committed by a 

Turkish citizen in another country, the punishment shall be 

increased by one third.  

4. Expressions of thought intended to criticize shall not 

constitute a ccrime.75 

(Turkey: Article 301 2006:1) 

 

Article 301 (April 30, 2008) by Article 1 of the Law no. 5759) 

Degrading Turkish Nation, State of Turkish Republic, the 

Organs and Institutions of the State 

1. A person who publicly ddegrades Turkish Nation, SState of 

the Turkish Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, the 

                                                            
75  .      . 

(1) Türklü ü, Cumhuriyeti veya Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisini alenen 
a a layan ki i, alt  aydan üç y la kadar hapis cezas  ile cezaland r l r. 
(2) Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetini, Devletin yarg  organlar n , askeri veya 
emniyet te kilat n  alenen a a layan ki i, alt  aydan iki y la kadar hapis cezas  
ile cezaland r l r. 
(3) Türklü ü a a laman n yabanc  bir ülkede, bir Türk vatanda  taraf ndan 
i lenmesi halinde, verilecek ceza üçte bir oran nda art r l r. 
(4) Ele tiri amac yla yap lan dü ünce aç klamalar  suç olu turmaz.  

 te 301'in Yeni ve Eski Hali, Hürriyet, 08.01.2008: 
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Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 

bodies of the State shall be sentenced a penalty of imprison-

ment for a term of six months to two years.  

2. A person who publicly ddegrades the military or security 

organisations shall be sentenced according to the provision 

set out in paragraph one.  

3. The expression of an oopinion for the purpose of criticism 

does not constitute an ooffence. 

4. The conduct of an investigation into such an offense shall 

be subject to the permission of the Minister of Justice.76  

(Penal Code of Turkey 2016:99) 

 

    -

      -

     -

                                                            
76   Madde 301- (De i ik: 30/4/2008-5759/1 md.).  

(1) Türk Milletini, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Devletini, Türkiye Büyük Millet 
Meclisini, Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Hükümetini ve Devletin yarg  organlar n  
alenen a a layan ki i, alt  aydan iki y la kadar hapis cezas  ile cezaland r l r.  
(2) Devletin askerî veya emniyet te kilat n  alenen a a layan ki i, birinci f kra 
hükmüne göre cezaland r l r.  
(3) Ele tiri amac yla yap lan dü ünce aç klamalar  suç olu turmaz.  
(4) Bu suçtan dolay  soru turma yap lmas , Adalet Bakan n n iznine ba l d r.  

 8965, Türk Ceza Kanunu, Kabul Tarihi, 26/9/2004, Birinci Kitap, Genel 
Hükümler Birinci K s m, Temel lkeler, Tan mlar ve Uygulama Alan , Birinci 
Bölüm, Temel lkeler ve Tan mlar. 

301  2005  2008 .   

     

Article 301 (2005) Article 301 (2008) 
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degrades

opinion

offence

 ,   denigration – degrade 

(  – , ), Turkishness –Turkish 

Nation (  –  ), The Republic – 

State of the Turkish Republic or State of the Republic of Turkey 

(  –    

 ), thought – opinion ( , 

 – ), crime – offence ( -

 –  ):   

     -

   -

    2005 . -

:       

 : 
 

301  2005  2008 .   

     
 

Article 301 (2005) Article 301 (2008) 

1 Denigration  

( ) 

Degrade 

( , ) 

2 Turkishness  
 

( ) 

Turkish Nation  
 

(  ) 
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3 The Republic  

 

 

( ) 

State of the Turkish 
Republic; State of the 
Republic of Turkey  
 
(  

, 
 

)  
4 thought  

( , )  

opinion  

( ) 

5 crime  

( ) 

offence 

( ) 

     

2008 .   . The conduct of an investi-

gation into such an offence shall be subject to the permission of 

the Minister of Justice. (    -

    -

 ):      

      

   ,    

      -

  :    , 301  

2008 .       
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 (1925-2005 .) 159 ,   

    -

   : ,   159 

, 2008 .     -

      -

  :   ,  -

    

       -

 «  »  -

  :   ,  

       

   , 

   :  

       -

   ,   

      

      : 

«       

      

     -

:    ,   -
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  301    -

      

   ,    

     »77:   -

      

    -

    :  

301  2005 .      

     

    

  ,  -

 ,  -

,    ,  -

     , -

:  

   ,    

2008 .    

  ,     

 ,   denigration - to 

                                                            
77  Karc l o lu, Kaan (2008) Turkey: Article 301 of the Turkish Criminal Code 

Amended // IRIS Legal Observations of the European Audiovisual Observatory:  

denigration

degrade
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degrade (  – , ) -

 :  78  

a a lama       

   to humiliate, to insult, to 

deride, ,  , denigration   

(  ,  301 2006:1)  degrade -

 , (    -

 – 2016:99): Denigrate     

,      d nigr re ( , 

), nigr re ( )  niger ( ) :  

  . 1.    

, ,  , 2.  

  ,  , -

 , , ,  

    , , 

, 79, 3. , , -

                                                            
78   Turkey: Article 301: How the aw on “denigrating Turkishness” is an 

Insult to Free Expression (2006) // Public Document. EUR 44/003/2006; Smith, 
T. W. (2007) Leveraging Norms: The ECHR and Human Rights Reform in 
Turkey // Human Rights Policies and Prospects in Turkey. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, pp. 262-274; Lester, A. (2007) Redefining 
Terror // Sage Journals, Vol. 36, issue 2, pp. 103-107  : 

79   Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English 
(2017):  
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 , ,  -

  80:  denigration  

    , -

,    : Denigra-

tion- ,      

  ,  ,  

  §  ¦,    -

   -

     81: 

,     

      -

,   denigration   

denigration of Turkishness (  ) 

     -

:       

     

  ,    -

     -

       

                                                            
80   Collins Concise English Dictionary (2017):  
81  Horwitz, P. (2014) Denigration as Forbidden Conduct and Required Judicial 

Rhetoric // Constitutional Law JOTWELL, pp.1-3:  

degrades

degrades
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 :  ,    -

       301 

 ,   

    , 

 , ,     

 (prisoners of conscience):  

    -

   (    

 )  2008 .   -

,      -

   , denigration -

   degrade ( , ) -

,       .  

 

1. A person who publicly ddegrades Turkish Nation, State of 

the Turkish Republic, Turkish Grand National Assembly, 

the Government of the Republic of Turkey and the judicial 

bodies of the State […]  

2. A person who publicly ddegrades the military or security 

organisations […] 
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 ,     -

     ,  ,  -

     -

      -

,    denigration-   ,  , 

    -

: Degrade ( , )    

denigrate ( , ) 82   -

   «  , , -

,      -

,  , »83: 

  301   

     , 

    :     

      -

  ,   -

      

    :  

                                                            
82   Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English 

(2017):  
83   Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2017): 

thought
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301  2005 .     , 

     

:    -

       

    -

   -

:     -

    -

 ,   -

   (denigration) :  

  ( - ) -

  ,      -

 ,   -

,     

 ( , ,   

  ):   

      , 

      

   . Expressions of tthought intended to 

criticise ( ,    

): ,      
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  ,   -

     -

   ,   

 :    « -

 »  « »  -

:     -

      -

 «  »    -

  .       

  ( - -

) ,      -

 : ,   

 , ,    -

     , 

   :  -

  ,  -

  ,    
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84: 

301  2008 . « »   

   ,   -

   :  -

     

  ,      

     -

      -

    -

   :  -

,       -

:    , 

     -
                                                            
84  2006 .      -

  :    -
,  2005 .      -

       
     -

      
:       10 

 :   ,   -
 ,   , 2006 .  11-  

    ,  -
     , 2006 .  8-  
  (  Murat Belge, a Renowned Turkish Academic,  

Leaving Turkey as ‘Scholar at Risk’ / SCF, February 15, 2018):  
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      -

  :  -

    -

     -

 :    : 

  ,     -

    -

   ,   . A person 

who […] (  , …):     -

     -

  ,   -

      . shall be 

sentenced ( ):   ,  -

      

       

  :   

      -

  (publicly degrades – -

  ),     

 :  

  ,   -

,     ,  
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     -

  .  

 

   ,    

   ,  

  ,  , 

    ,  , -

 ,       -

, 

  ,    ,  

   ,  

  ,      -

,      : 

 

       

   .   « -

  » ,     

    -

 ,   , -

 ,    -

,   «   »  , 

     -
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  ,  , -

   85:  -

    -

    , 

   

   ( )  -

,  ,  -

     -

,     

     :  

 

       

 ,   -

    ,  § ¦ 

     

     

 ,   -

     :   
 

                                                            
85   Searle J. R. A Taxonomy of Speech Acts // Expression and Meaning: Studies 

in the Theory of Speech Acts. CUP, Cambridge, 1979, pp. 1-19: 
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    ( ) 

 ,  , -

      

,    

     : 
 

 ( - )  - 

     -

 ,     -

      -

,       -

,     :    -

   ( - ) 

,    ,  2008 . -

      

  ,    -

  :    -

     -

      -

  :     

    ,   

     : 
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   ,  2008 .  

   ,  ,  

      -

 :  

     -

    2005 .   -

  , , ,  -

  :   ,    

intended to criticize (  ) -

  for the purpose of criticism ( -

 ) ,    

,     -

  ,     ,    

,     -   :  

     

        -

 ,    -

 :  

  thought ( , ) , 

      -

, opinion ( ) ,  ,  ,  

    : ,    
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   : ,   

,     -

 ,     ,  

      -

      

«  »,    2005 . -

:  

     -

  ,    Turkishness ( -

)86  ,    

  :   

 Turkishness ( )  

 Turkish nation (  ) -

    ,  -

     , 

       

      

:  Turkish nation (  )  -

     -

                                                            
86  Turkishness  -    -

   «  »:  OSCE Representative on Freedom of the 
Media-Review of the Turkish Penal Code. (2005) // Organization for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe. Vienna, p. 10:  
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      -

 87:   ,  

  . ,     

     -

   ,   -

     ,    

     88:  , 

Turkishness      

   ,   -

,       -

  ,    -

   ,     

, :   ,   

       

     :  

       

,     -

`      

     -
                                                            
87  Algan,  B. (2008) The Brand New Version of Article 301 of Turkish Penal 

Code and the Future Freedom of  Expression Cases in Turkey  // German Law 
Journal, Vol. 09, No 12, p. 2242: 

88  Tamvaki, E. (2009) A Law and Literature Approach to Oppression of 
Identity in Turkey, p. 24:  
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:

  :     -

    ,  , 

      -

   :   Tur-

kishness     -

 , , ,   -

 :  , Turkish 

nation (  )    

 nation ( )    , , -

      

  ,   -

, ,    : 

 -   ,  -

   ,    

: Turkishness     

 , ,    -

    ,    
89:   ,  Turkishness  

Turkish nation      -

                                                            
89  James, P. W. (1996) Nation Formation: Towards a Theory of Abstract 

Community. London: Sage; Hroch M. (1996) Nationalism and National 
Movements: Comparing the Past and the Present of Central and Eastern Europe 
// Nations and Nationalism, N 2 (1), pp. 35-44: 
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      -

 90,     ,  

Turkishness    ,   -

 Turkish nation   «  

  »91,   

: 

    -

     -

    ,   -

      -

     :   -

     : 

     ,  

    , -

     -

        

,     , -

 : ,    

     -

                                                            
90       . :  Tamvaki, E. 

(2009)  ,  26:  
91   CGK, E. 1998-9/70, K. 1998/156, Judgement of 5 May 1998. Cf. also Algan, 

B. Ibid, p. 2242: 
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    -

 :  

 2005 .     

    -

    ,  -

  ,  -

  ,   -

      

   -

 :     

   Turkishness  ,  

 ,    ,   

    :  -

 ,      

      

     «  

, » , ,    

    -

    :   

,     , -

     -

    :  
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    -

  ,     -

     

the Republic ( )   

State of the Turkish Republic (  -

)  the Republic of Turkey (  -

)  92:  Word 

Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American 

English  republic ( )  -

   « ,   -

       

      -

     -

    » 93: -

  state ( )  

    «  -

 ,     »: 

 Word Reference English Thesaurus 94`  

   .  = 

                                                            
92  CGK, E. 1998-9/70, K. 1998/156, judgement of 5 May 1998: 
93   Word Reference Random House Unabridged Dictionary of American 

English. (2017):  
94   Word Reference English Thesaurus. (2017):  
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,   (republic = state, 

democratic state):  ,   -

      

,  « »     

«  »95:   

    ,  -

 96:  ,   

   -

       : 

      ,  State 

of the Turkish Republic    

    ,  republic -

     :  -

  «Amnesty International»-   , 

«    301   -

      -

  »97:  -

      

   ,    
                                                            
95    :  
96   Algan, B.  ,  2242: 
97  Amnesty International (2013) Turkey: Decriminalize Dissent. Time to 

Deliver on the Right to Freedom of Expression. London: Amnesty International 
Publications:  
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     -

  ,   -

 301   ,    

    : -

        

     

     -
98: 

    Expressions of 

thought intended to criticize shall not constitute a crime 

( ,   ,  

  ,   

),      The 

expression of an oopinion for the purpose of criticism does not 

constitute an offence (   -

    ), -

    ,   

      

 ,       -

 (  ),    ( -

                                                            
98   :  

thought 

opinion 
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thought 

opinion

),   ,     

     

 : ,    -

   -

     -

  :  

   thought ( ,  -

 )  opinion (   

)   , 

  ,     , -

 opinion    -

  :   ,  

thought ( , )   -

   . 
 

1.   ,  

2.  ,     -

      

,  

3.     ,  

4. ,  , -

   ,  
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5. ,   ,  

6. , ,   99. 

 

   thought    -

   100: 

     thought  

    

 ( , , , -

,  ,  -

,  )101   -

  ,     

   ,   -

 :     -

,  thought  (   þ ht   -

 tho t)    -

 gedachte  ,    

      -

 102:  

                                                            
99  Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American English. 

(2017):  
100   : 
101   : 
102   : 
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Opinion ( )    -

 ,     -

 .  

 

1.       

 ,    -

     -

 ,  

2.   ,    -

,     

,  

3.    ,  

 ,  

4.   ,     

  ,  

5.    -

,  

6.      -

     -

  , 

7.      

 ,  , 
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8.  103: 

  

 opinion     -

     ( -

, ,   , 

)      -

     ,  ,  

     ,  -

    ,  : 

     thought  : 

   ,    -

   opinion  -

     ,  

    -

     -

    , , 

 :  

       

 crime ( ) (2005 . )  

offence ( , ) (2008 . -

                                                            
103   Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American 

English. (2017): 
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)  ,   -

     

 ,    , 

       

    : Crime -

    ,    

     , -

    ,  

       -

 ,   -

      104:  -

  , , ,  

   : Offence -

     ,    

       -

,      

, , , -  ,  -

    105:  301 

       

                                                            
104  Word Reference Random House Learner’s Dictionary of American 

English. (2017):  
105    : 
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  .   -

 ,    -

,    ,   -

,   :   -

     

 :  

    ,   

 ,  2008 . 301   -

     -

,        -

      

 :    

    -

,      ,  ,  

, ,    -

   ,  

     

   -

  :    

: 
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      -

    106: 

 , ,   -

  : 

 

 
  

                                                            
106  Gabrielyan, H. (2008). On the Amendments of Turkish Penal Code Article 

301 // Noravank Foundation. (in Armenian):  
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      « »  

« »   ,    

   « »  

« »  107:   

    , -

      -

,    -

      -

    : , -

    -

   ,   

    : 

   -

     -

      -

   ,   

 ,  , :  

   ,   -

, ,    -

                                                            
107       -

. Cerar M. Cerar, Miro (2009) The Relationship Between Law and 
Politics // Annual Survey of International & Comparative Law: Vol. 15, Iss. 1, 
Article 3:  
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Տպագրված է «Տիգրան Մեծ» հրատարակչություն ՓԲԸ տպարանում

Տպաքանակ՝ 150:


